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Marijuana Stock Market Review & Outlook 

    

               LTB MARIJUANA INDEX:  1wk +0.1% 1 mo   -0.9% 3 mo -6.5% 6 mo +1.6% 1 yr -32.2%      

 

As the U.S. election draws near, Investors seem to lack conviction with respect to the outlook for stocks. 

Last week the Dow Jones Industrial Average rose +0.1% while the Toronto Stock Exchange Composite 

declined -0.8%. For 

the next couple of 

weeks until U.S. voters 

speak, I think the mar-

kets will be driven by 

three forces: the pan-

demic, the economy 

and voter sentiment. In 

the short term between now and November 3rd election, the pandemic is developing negative momentum, 

the economy shows signs of plateauing and the political outlook is as uncertain as it was four years ago.  

 

Starting with a look at the pandemic, the graph of the number of new COVID cases in the U.S. now 

looks clearly upwards. Although the mortalities haven’t turned up yet, as the number of new cases 

increases, fatalities 

are sure to follow. 

Across the U.S., the 

percentage of positive 

COVID tests and visits 

to hospital emergency 

rooms have increased 

slightly while COVID 

related deaths have declined or remained stable. The positive test results increased from 5.3% to 5.4% in 

week 41 although the numbers dropped for those in the 18 – 49 age group while rising for all others. Higher 

numbers were witnessed in the Midwest, South Central, Central and Pacific Northwest while declining in the 

other six regions. Deaths attributed to pneumonia, influenza and COVID was 7.2% which is an improvement 

but still above epidemic levels.  

 

A new issue that is emerging is the potential for re-infection, that is, even if you have had COVID, you may 

be vulnerable to getting it again. Not only that the initial data seems to indicate reinfection might happen 

relatively quickly. Parallels are being drawn to the flu.  

 

The raw data is consistent with these findings and the rise in new cases forebodes an increase in lives lost 

moving forward. Of course, this is all preliminary data and subject to change. 
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Here is a summary table of last week’s data. The world figures show a flat infection rate and somewhat 

improved fatality rate. In the U.S. the 

infection rate rose while the mortality 

rate remained flat. According to recent 

data, there are 31 vaccines in Phase 

1 testing, 15 in Phase 2 and 11 in Phase 3, the latter meaning in large-scale efficacy tests on thousands of 

people. None have been approved for general use but 6 have been given the go-ahead for early or limited 

use. China and Russia have approved COVID vaccines without completing Phase 3 trials. This is not a 

scientifically recommended procedure. 

 

The employment news was mixed last week although it showed some resiliency in the face of a 

delayed COVID rescue package. The economically sensitive Initial Jobless Claims data appears to have 

hit a plateau at a level 

much higher than pre-

pandemic levels. At 

the same time, Insured 

Unemployment contin-

ues to improve but still 

stands much higher 

than before COVID hit 

the economy. Despite the negative commentary from economists, September retail sales advanced without 

a stimulus package although the impact of the pandemic certainly was seen in the data. If selling on the 

Internet and the ability to deliver goods to customers was part of the plan, you are probably doing well. But 

if you are operating a restaurant or hotel, conditions are likely very difficult. As a result, the economy might 

make headway but it will probably be much slower than the initial “V” shaped rebound that has recouped 

nearly two-thirds of pandemic losses. But here are some issues to think about: 

 

1. What the pandemic took away will not be returned to the same sectors. As we are seeing, the new 

economic reality is much different from the old one.  

2. The consumer is in better shape than in past recessions. Savings are higher and indebtedness is lower. 

However, employment must kick in for economic activity to recover completely. 

3. Combining 1. and 2. above, consumer spending in goods is now around 5% above February levels. But 

if you are in the hospitality or travel business, you are still probably well below pre-pandemic levels. 

4. Government economic stimulus cannot go on forever. As a result, the economic must reopen even 

though this guarantees COVID-19 will continue to spread.  

5. If there is a magic bullet answer, it lies in an effective vaccine. But it also requires the ability to produce 

and administer billions of doses. In addition people must trust the efficacy of the first vaccine approved 

and there are signs that this will take some time. 

 

There is not going to be a vaccine ahead of the election and to my way of thinking, even early 2021 now 

seems optimistic. Short of a miracle, the one year anniversary of COVID-19 will come and go without a 

vaccine. Hopefully, social distancing, wearing masks and hand washing will keep the numbers down until 

Infection/ Infection/ Fatality/ Fatality/

Cases Deaths Population Population Infection Rate Infection Rate

This Week Last Week This Week Last Week

World 39,564,567 1,108,605 0.5% 0.5% 2.8% 2.9%

U.S. 8,286,993    233,632    2.5% 2.4% 2.8% 2.8%
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one is developed. But being realistic, the pandemic is going to be an issue for much longer than most people 

believe and/or hope. The sooner we accept this, the better off we’ll be. 

 

Last week, I showed the longer term MJ Canada Index and Let’s Toke Business Composite Index charts to 

make the point that Canadian cannabis stocks are now trading at the same level as prevailed six and one-

half years ago. I also 

added that Statistics 

Canada estimates the 

legal cannabis industry 

contributed $9.68 bil-

lion to the Canadian 

economy in July com-

pared to almost noth-

ing six years ago. We have made progress and these charts illustrate there is value in the cannabis group 

and recent market performance doesn’t change that. 

 

But old habits are hard to break as we watch the markets try to make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear. There 

are still people out there arguing Aurora Cannabis (TSX: ACB) (NYSE: ACB) is the way to go even after all 

the disappointment it has and continues to create. Remember back in April when ACB rolled back their stock 

reducing shareholders to one new share for every twelve they owned in an effort to prevent their share price 

falling below $1.00 per share? Based on recent trading, ACB’s stock price on the old basis is now $0.33 per 

share. Now investors are reacting the same way with Aphria (TSX: APHA) (NASDAQ: APHA) after their 

disappointing earnings report that showed first quarter revenue of $145.7 million and a net loss of $2.62 

million. Such reports reveal many things but mostly they point to an industry in which the basic supply and 

demand factors are still way out of balance. 

 

In recent weeks, I have been talking about a recovery in the cannabis stock market and it looked like 

one was getting underway. But along came Aphria last week with a disappointing earnings report and it 

all came crashing 

down. The MJ Cana-

dian Marijuana Index 

lost -7.2% last week 

and although the less 

volatile Let’s Toke 

Business Marijuana 

Composite was able to 

buck the trend, it was a paltry +0.1% advance and the underlying advance/decline numbers indicated it was 

a statistical anomaly. The Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite is comprised of over 100 cannabis 

stocks and more evenly weighted among all sectors in the cannabis group. The MJ Canadian Index is more 

concentrated in the larger, Licensed Producers that moved more in sympathy will Aphria.  

 

Monday of this week will be the second anniversary of legal adult-use cannabis in Canada. Much of what I 

have been talking about above reflects how bumpy the road has been for operators over the past two years. 
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Investors have had even a more difficult time as the current bear market is closing in on the three year mark 

and has carried most indexes back to the levels that prevailed some six years ago. But let’s not forget there 

has been real progress over the past few years and cannabis now contributes $9 billion a month to the 

Canadian economy. There are taxes being generated as a result at a time when government spending is 

rocketing up and government revenues have been declining. Let’s hope the next two years are better for 

cannabis operators and cannabis investors.  

  

When the U.S. operators underperformed the rally in Canadian cannabis stocks last week, I called it 

an aberration. I also said that off the bottom, it is frequently the stocks that have fallen the most that rebound 

the most. I went on to 

say “But beyond the 

short term the leaders 

will prevail.” I specifi-

cally mentioned Jushi 

Holdings Inc. (CSE: 

JUSH) (OTCQB: 

JUSHF) and IM Can-

nabis Corp. (CSE: IMCC) (OTCMKTS: IMCNF) as examples of companies with positive momentum that 

would prevail. Last week as the MJ Canadian Index was falling -7.2%, these companies did prevail. IMCC 

posted a small +1% gain against the declining market trend while JUSH added almost +18%. And this week, 

the U.S. operators once again outperformed their Canadian counterparts. 

 

Conclusion: Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP) had disappointing news regarding Altria 

not proceeding to Phase 2 of their research agreement. As I said, I thought the market would initially take 

this as bad news but might eventually figure out it is all for the good. See my summary of a chat with CEO 

Chris Bunka below. IM Cannabis Corp. (CSE: IMCC) (OTCMKTS: IMCNF) had a positive week following 

a spectacular rally on Friday of the week before. I expect IMCC to progress higher over the year ahead and 

to provide a very rewarding return for shareholders. Jushi Holdings Inc. (CSE: JUSH) (OTCQB: JUSHF) 

is a hot stock in a hot sector of the U.S. cannabis market. I expect it to remain more volatile than average 

while producing exceptional overall returns. Khiron Life Sciences (TSXV: KHRN) (OTCQX: KHRNF) will 

report soon and I expect good sales growth that will demonstrate what the next several quarters might bring. 

I expect this to provide investors with in initial indication of the growth that will carry them to a cash flow 

positive operating position by the end of 2020 and beyond. 1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF) (OTCQB: TGIFF) 

has begun to evidence a little market traction as investors expect, as I do, that the next quarterly report will 

show signs that Paul Rosen and the new management team is having an impact on results. Sunniva (CSE: 

SNN) (OTC Pink Sheets: SNNVF) is an aggressive/speculative growth story. They are currently embroiled 

in legal actions to help enable them further progress on the glasshouse. Given that Dr. Anthony Holler stated 

in a recent court affidavit that the glasshouse could produce $200 million in annual sales and $100 million 

in profits compared to a SNNVF market cap of less than $5 million, the potential risk/reward ratio is very 

positive. I will point out that SNN has been subject to a Cease Trading Order but seeking creditor protection 

under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act will normally result in delisting. I had a conversation with 

newly appointed CEO Paul Andersen of Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corp. (CSE: CGOC). As a result, 

I have done some work on the CGOC’s asset value per share that at current prices, the shares are extremely 

file:///C:/Users/admin/Documents/OneNote%20Notebooks
file:///C:/Users/admin/Documents/OneNote%20Notebooks
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/JUSHF/
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/JUSHF/
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/imcc.cn/
https://www.google.com/search?q=stock+quote%2C+imcnf&rlz=1C1NHXL_enCA758CA758&oq=stock+quote%2C+imcnf&aqs=chrome..69i57.9831j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXX.CN?p=LXX.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXRP?p=LXRP&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/imcc.cn/
https://www.google.com/search?q=stock+quote%2C+imcnf&rlz=1C1NHXL_enCA758CA758&oq=stock+quote%2C+imcnf&aqs=chrome..69i57.9831j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
file:///C:/Users/admin/Documents/OneNote%20Notebooks
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/JUSHF/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/KHRN.V/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/KHRNF?p=KHRNF&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/TGIF.CN?p=TGIF.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/TGIFF?p=TGIFF&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/SNN.CN?p=SNN.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/SNN.CN?p=SNN.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/SNNVF?p=SNNVF&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/CGOC.CN?p=CGOC.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
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attractive for growth. Of course, this depends to a substantial degree on Andersen’s ability to deliver on 

some of the changes I think make sense. Below, I provide some details on this assessment. 

 

Question of the Week 

    

Thank you for sending in your questions and we hope you will keep them coming. It’s your questions 

that keep this feature interesting and useful. Send your questions to: ltbletter@gmail.com Include your 

initials or a pen name we can use along with your city and country of residence. Questions will be edited 

for clarity and brevity.  

 

The objective of the ‘Question of the Week’ feature is to allow readers to ask questions about investing. 

Things they are wondering about and not what I think they’re thinking about. This week I received an email 

that was more of an answer than a question. Sort of like the TV gameshow ‘Jeopardy’ that gives the con-

testant the answer and asks the question. As a result for a change, our reader provided the answer and I 

have responded with the question. I added a summary of the financial results referred to shown in italics 

and have made a few small edits to the answer which is otherwise word for word as sent in by D.P. from 

Florida, United States. 

 

Question of the Week 

 

“I missed buying Jushi Holdings Inc. (CSE: JUSH) (OTCQB: JUSHF) at $2.70. At this time which stock 

do you think is a better buy: Jushi or Khiron Life Sciences (TSXV: KHRN) (OTCQX: KHRNF)?” 

 

R. K., Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 

 

Perhaps the most important part of your question is it gives me the opportunity to say again, if you are an 

active investor you are going to miss opportunities from time to time. Don’t worry about it and don’t let it 

bother you. Certainly don’t allow one miscue to cause another. 

 

As between JUSH and KHRN, they are two very different opportunities. I will describe them and you can 

choose which one fits your personal investment objectives and risk profile. 

 

JUSH is a U.S. multi-state operator. This is a sector of the cannabis market that has really caught the imag-

ination of investors. It’s hot! JUSH has a strong management team that is well versed in operating companies 

and assessing takeover candidates. Recently, JUSH has been proving to the markets that it has the ability 

to generate high revenue growth and a bottom line. The shares have strong momentum and the price has 

more than doubled in the past three months. JUSH has a market cap of slightly over US $300 million and 

the leaders in the group trade at market caps in the billions so there is considerable upside.  

 

KHRN is an international operator based in Bogota, Colombia. KHRN is in the medical cannabis field but 

this does not rule out adult-use products in the future. It has operations in Latin America, Europe and recently 

announced its CBD cosmeceutical line, Kuida, will be sold in Hong Kong. KHRN is in the early revenue 

file:///C:/Users/admin/Documents/OneNote%20Notebooks
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/JUSHF/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/KHRN.V/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/KHRNF?p=KHRNF&.tsrc=fin-srch
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generating stage and investors have been patiently awaiting signs of sales growth. I expect to see positive 

indications of the ability to generate sales and especially growth in their next quarterly report. KHRN trades 

at a market cap of approximately CA $55 million and comparables trade at much higher multiples so there 

is also considerable upside. 

 

Conclusion: in my view, Jushi is in the most desirable cannabis sector from an investor’s point of view right 

now. The shares are becoming valued as a ‘growth at a reasonable price” investment. As a result, I think it 

will be a little more volatile moving up and down with market trends. Khiron is in the international medical 

cannabis sector that I think is underappreciated by the market. It is perhaps a quarter or two behind in terms 

of proving its revenue and growth capacity but with a lower market cap, its lift off the bottom lies ahead when 

investors decide to jump on the sector.  

 

In the Cannabis Report Model Portfolio, I own both as two of the larger positions. 

 

 The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio 

 

Here’s the bottom line as far as I’m concerned and it shows up in the model portfolio which is down in value 

in such a difficult market for cannabis stocks. The Cannabis Report Model Portfolio is structured and moni-

tored to be as close to an actual portfolio as possible. Rules are in place so that changes to the portfolio are 

first sent to the administrator who posts the changes on the Internet to subscribers. Each change with my 

reasoning is reported in writing to subscribers before the market opening on the same day the trade is made.  

 

The chart to the right shows this portfolio plotted relative to the MJ 

Canadian Marijuana Index. By rising to the right, this chart shows 

the portfolio has consistently outperformed the MJCMI, good mar-

kets and bad. The portfolio is benefitting from diversification as dif-

ferent holdings deliver at different times. Recently I averaged down 

on our holding of 1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF) (OTCQB: TGIFF) 

because I believe that new management under the leadership of 

Paul Rosen will get the company back on track. I think this shows 

since inception, the companies I write about and the things I say about them adds value to the investment 

process. So if you believe as I do that legal medical and recreational cannabis are here to stay and the 

industry will continue to grow much faster than the economy as a whole, I recommend you subscribe to the 

model portfolio report. (click here to subscribe) 

 

Marijuana Matters 

 

In speaking to Chris Bunka, Chief Executive Officer of Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP) 

the research project with Altria (NYSE: MO) ended in an unexpected manner. Midnight October 8 th passed 

with no communication from Altria. As a public company, LXRP is required to make timely disclosure and 

was prepared for all eventualities. LXRP sent Altria an appropriate Press Release for their approval (a con-

tractual obligation) with a deadline of 4:00 p.m. October 9th for a response. Receipt of the communication 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/TGIF.CN?p=TGIF.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/TGIFF?p=TGIFF&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://newsletters.advfn.com/cannabisreport/subscribe-1
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXX.CN?p=LXX.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXRP?p=LXRP&.tsrc=fin-srch
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was acknowledged by Altria with no additional communication. As a result, Bunka has no further information 

to add or remove with respect to Altria’s motives. The range of possibilities covers the entire gamut from most 

positive to most negative. 

 

My personal reaction to this news is if Altria was a person, this is extremely disrespectful behaviour. Yet what 

does Altria have to be condescending about? This is the company that invested US $12.8 billion to acquire 

35% of vape market leader Juul less than two years ago that is proving to be a major disaster. In less than a 

year, Altria was forced to take a US $4.5 billion write down in that investment and it may not be over yet. 

Even for a Fortune 500 company that’s a major hit. It may be a strong indication that Altria has fomented a 

corporate culture that is inconsistent with modern standards of acceptable behaviour and business success. 

 

My most important question for Bunka regarding Altria was “Did you come out of it ahead of where you went 

into it?” His answer was “Very much so.” In what amounted to a $1 million research project funded by Altria, 

we think the scientific work on our technology was an absolute success. LXRP learned a lot about the tech-

nology and have already deployed that knowledge into the current DehydraTECH™ formulation to improve it 

for nicotine, other applications and our intellectual property portfolio. So it was a very worthwhile experience 

that produced extremely valuable, tangible results. 

 

We then had a discussion of other projects that LXRP is engaged in. 

 

British American Tobacco p.l.c. (London Stock Exchange: BATS) is still in the early stages but we are 

certainly on schedule. We are in the manufacturing stage and after that there is a lot of testing that has to 

take place to make sure DehydraTECH™ meets various standards. We will make delivery sometime in No-

vember and that’s when BATS’ analysis will start. LXRP cannot disclose what is being manufactured for them 

except to say Altria wanted to test the formulation we had used in the 2018 animal studies and BATS will be 

working with a newer version and management is very happy about that. The current recipe is one or two 

generations advanced and far superior in our view. I think it is possible we will know something before the 

end of the year but that would be the earliest. It is more likely we are looking at the early part of 2021. 

 

The Up-Listing Process: this project is underway and Bunka reports some very important progress was 

made recently. We have been held up a couple of weeks but it is still very possible that it will be done by 

December. Based on the timing we may have to make some decisions as to whether we want to be dealing 

with this during the Christmas holidays but it is very much in play. There is nothing I’m aware of that would 

be a hurdle to make a December date but realistically, we have January as our fallback position. The lawyers 

are working on the registration statement and there are multiple other matters to be done but everything is 

proceeding pretty much as expected.  

 

The CBD products: it is difficult to talk about the revenue potential of this product. LXRP has announced an 

order for 4.4 million servings that will be fulfilled in the quarter ended November and verbal orders of approx-

imately 56 million servings for calendar 2021. There are competitive issues to think about as well as normal 

business matters such as relationships with customers. There are different approaches that impact prices 

and costs: 

https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/quote/BATS.L/
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1. Some customers that want beverages that involves making the powders and emulsifying them into a 

concentrated version in preparation for being placed into beverages. The work and costs in this case 

are substantially higher. 

2. Making the powder for the consumer to add to their beverage of choice is considerably less work and 

less costly. 

3. Then there are product formats that are somewhere between the 1. and 2. 

4. The revenue potential for 1. above might be, for example, 1 while the revenue potential for 2. above 

will be .1 while point 3. would fall somewhere between the two. In actuality, the revenue potential could 

be as low as $.03 per serving and as high as $.85 per serving. So the makeup of our order book can 

make a difference that will produce a result that is orders of magnitude higher or lower in revenue. 

5. Outside of the DehydraTECH™ formulation, for some customers we do no further “manufacturing” and 

for others we do quite a lot. So for LXRP, we make a royalty-type return on the sales of our technology 

that is very high margin and on the manufacturing, a relatively low gross margin of say 20% or perhaps 

slightly more. So our profit margin is going to range from something like 20% to as much as 95% if it 

is mainly a royalty payment. 

 

We referred a couple of years ago to a report from the American Dental Association that something in the 

range of 90% of the drinks you can buy at a 24-hour type of store are acidic. The manufacturers of such 

drinks such as Coca Cola or Red Bull add acidity to their drinks because organisms can’t grow and/or survive 

in an acidic beverage. So they can extend the shelf life of their drinks to many months by making them acidic. 

 

But there is a huge problem with acidity with cannabis beverages because THC, for example, breaks down. 

So how do you get stability in an aqueous solution? Everyone knows how to do it but it’s difficult, it’s expensive 

and it doesn’t last 12 months. Lexaria doesn’t think making cannabis beverages is worth it and at the end of 

the day it’s going to be really hard to make a profit. But if you talk to people in the cannabis beverage industry 

today, they can’t accept this because they have invested hundreds of millions and perhaps billions into can-

nabis beverages.  

 

So LXRP thinks the mix-and-serve approach is the way of the future.  

 

I agree with Lexaria on this. If I prefer Diet Coke to Diet Pepsi, when it comes to a cannabis beverage, I want 

Diet Coke. I certainly don’t want the equivalent of a no-name cola as my cannabis cola drink. That’s what the 

LXRP CBD powder provides. If it’s coffee or tea or beer or wine or an energy drink or even water, I want what 

I normally drink as a consumer. I have seen it and it is no more difficult that opening a package of sweetener 

and adding it to your coffee. Not only that you don’t need to restrict its use to beverages. You can add it to a 

candy, a protein bar, whatever you want. 

 

Projects with anti-viral, COVID medicines. The animal anti-viral testing is underway and we are hoping for 

results that we can release by Christmas. With the animal study, we are looking for: 

1. The most important thing is can we get more of the anti-viral drug into the bloodstream with our tech-

nology than without? 

2. The second most important thing is does the DehydraTECH™ change the level of toxicity or create 

adverse effects compared with the non-DehydraTECH™ results? 
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3. The third is how quickly does it get into the bloodstream? 

 

The results of this study are used as inputs prior to receiving approval for the human study, in other words, 

did the animals die, were there adverse effects, and so on? We also have to explain at this point and make 

our case for what we are trying to accomplish. To get this in place we’re looking at mid-2021 or the second 

half of next year.  

 

Everyone is aware of the work going on in the search for a vaccine or the preventative side of things. But 

there is also as much or more work being done on helping people once they have it. Both will always be 

needed. If and when we have a vaccine, let’s say 70% of the people will take it and 70% of those people 

don’t get sick. That’s 49%. That still leaves around half the population that might get sick. That’s where we 

are targeting our efforts. Treating those people. That will never disappear. It’s like the flu shot that many 

people take. Many of them don’t get the flu but some do and those who didn’t get a flu shot might get it as 

well. Those people still go to the doctor or pharmacist or use over-the-counter medicines to treat their symp-

toms. 

 

Conclusion: The market clearly interpreted the news from Altria negatively as I suggested it would if this 

was the eventuality. But based on the market action, I believe at a level of around CA $.20 to $.25 per share 

for LXX or US$.15 to $.20 per share for LXRP, the stock is over-

sold. This means, future developments should be accretive to the 

stock price from its current valuation. Between now and the end of 

the calendar year, there are three events that could produce a pos-

itive response in the markets. First is the up-listing that is underway 

and mainly under the control of the company. If it proceeds as I 

expect it will, Lexaria shares will be exposed to a very large group 

of new, prospective investors that are more inclined to invest in a 

pharmaceutical/technology company. This is prospectively promising for investors. Second, there is some 

possibility that there will be a positive response from British American Tobacco although Bunka suggests it 

is more likely to be January/February 2021. Third, the results from anti-viral testing on animals is likely to be 

known in December. Again, this associates LXRP with COVID-19 and this will develop further moving for-

ward. As a result, I believe LXRP has outstanding prospects from current levels for existing shareholders or 

new investors. 

  

Cannabis Quickies 

  

Last week I reported a discussion I had with Paul Andersen, recently appointed Chief Executive 

Officer of Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corp. (CSE: CGOC), replacing ousted former CEO Sean Con-

acher. Regular readers will know I think this change is a very positive move. In our discussion with Andersen 

(I was part of a small group), I picked up some information regarding the valuation of the assets of CGOC. 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/CGOC.CN?p=CGOC.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
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The table below provides some basic information regarding CGOC taken from their most recent financial 

report for the period ended July 31, 2020. As of that date, total investments were $34.5 million. This is 

broken down into three categories: Level 1, Level 2 

and Level 3 as defined below in the same quarterly 

report. Level 1 investments were $18.1 million or 

53% of the portfolio. These are publicly traded assets 

that are essentially marked to market as would be the 

case in any typical mutual fund or other investment 

portfolio. It is worth mentioning that the public invest-

ment portfolio is managed by Bruce Campbell, Founder and Portfolio Manager of StoneCastle Investment 

Management. Campbell has over 25 years of experience as a fund manager and has an excellent invest-

ment record in the cannabis field. He is also a regular contributor of his expertise on BNN. In other words, 

if these assets were in a typical open ended mutual fund (which they are not) they would be valued at 100 

cents on the dollar. 

 

Level 2 assets totalled $7.0 million or 20% of the portfolio. These are assets that are not publicly traded but 

for which a value can be inferred from the value of a related publicly traded and quoted asset. An example 

would be an unlisted warrant that is exercisable to purchase a publicly traded security. Its value can be 

calculated using, for example, the Black-Scholes model used to price an option based on variables such as 

type of option, underlying stock price, strike or exercise price and term, among others. Again, under typical 

open ended fund valuations as described above, arguably these assets would be worth full value. 

 

That leaves $9.3 million or 27% of the portfolio that is invested in private companies that would probably be 

very difficult to value. 

  

Here are the definitions taken from the CGOC quarterly report: 

“Fair value measurements are based on a three-level fair value hierarchy based on inputs used in determin-

ing the fair value of financial assets and liabilities. The hierarchy of inputs is summarized as follows: 

 Level 1 - inputs used to value financial assets and liabilities are unadjusted quoted prices in active markets 

for identical assets or liabilities. 

 Level 2 - inputs used to value financial assets and liabilities are other than quoted prices included in Level 

1 that are observable either directly or indirectly for the asset or liability.  

 Level 3 - inputs used to value financial assets and liabilities are not based on observable market data. 

Transaction costs are expensed as incurred for financial instruments classified as fair value through profit 

and loss. For other financial instruments, transaction costs are capitalized on initial recognition.” 

 

Here are some of my assessments relating the asset value to the stock price: 

 

CGOC Recent Market Price 0.38$                     

Investments Level 1 18,092,188$        53%

Investments Level 2 7,020,367$          20%

Investments Level 3 9,342,031$          27%

Total Invesstments 34,454,586$        100%

Total Shares Outstanding 26,280,078          

Asset Value/Share 1.31$                     
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The table to the left outlines three cases for the valuation of CGOC 

shares: 

1. Optimistic: here I have discounted Level 1 and Level 2 as-

sets by 5% and Level 3 assets by 15%. This produces an esti-

mated discounted asset value per share of, say, $1.20 which 

means the current stock price is a discount of 69% of where it 

should be optimistically. This means CGOC is a potential three-

bagger. 

2. Pessimistic: in this case I have discounted Level 1 assets 

by 20% that I believe is exceptionally high; Level 2 assets by 25% 

and Level 3 assets by 60%. I cannot see a justifiable case worse 

than this. It still leaves an estimated discounted asset value of, 

say, $0.89 per share meaning the current stock price is at a 57% 

discount of value. This still means the stock potential based on a 

pessimistic valuation is over a double. 

3. Reasonable: I think a discount of Level 1 and Level 2 assets 

of 10% and a discount of Level 3 assets of 30% is fair. Under 

these assumptions I end up with an estimated discounted asset 

value per share of $1.11 or a 66% discount. This means at a price of $0.38 per share, my realistic 

valuation indicates CGOC is a potential triple. 

 

Here is another way to look at it. A closed-end investment fund 

that is well managed in a high profile, popular industry with portfo-

lio management policies that appeal to investors might trade at a 

discount to asset value of approximately 10%. In the table to the 

right, I show what assumptions you have to make if the stock mar-

ket correctly valuing CGOC shares at a market price of $0.38 per 

share. For this to be the case, the Level 1 assets, securities that are traded and liquid, would have to be 

discounted by nearly 60% which is unrealistic. The Level 2 assets, those with a valuation than can be in-

ferred from related Level 1 type assets but may not be immediately liquid would also have to be discounted 

by almost 60% which may be a little less unrealistic but unrealistic just the same. Finally, the private com-

pany portfolio would have to be discounted by 90% reflecting an extreme degree of pessimism. 

 

One final way to look at it. If you pay $0.38 per share for CGOC, 

you are effectively paying for 45% of the public company portfolio. 

Remember this is a public company portfolio professionally man-

aged by StoneCastle Investment Management. What this means 

is you are getting 55% of the Level 1 assets and 100% all of the 

Level 2 assets and 100% of the Level 3 assets for free. That is 

outstanding value. 

 

 

  

Optimistic

AV with Level 1 discounted @ 5.0% 17,187,579$        

AV with Level 2 discounted @ 5.0% 6,669,349$          

AV with Level 3 discounted @ 15.0% 7,940,726$          

Total Disounted AV 31,797,654$        

Discounted AV/Share 1.21$                     

Market Disount from AV 69%

Pessimistic

AV with Level 1 discounted @ 20.0% 14,473,750$        

AV with Level 2 discounted @ 25.0% 5,265,275$          

AV with Level 3 discounted @ 60.0% 3,736,812$          

Total Disounted AV 23,475,838$        

Discounted AV/Share 0.89$                     

Market Disount from AV 57%

Reasonable

AV with Level 1 discounted @ 10.0% 16,282,969$        

AV with Level 2 discounted @ 10.0% 6,318,330$          

AV with Level 3 discounted @ 30.0% 6,539,422$          

Total Disounted AV 29,140,721$        

Discounted AV/Share 1.11$                     

Market Disount from AV 66%

Current

AV with Level 1 discounted @ 59.5% 7,327,336$          

AV with Level 2 discounted @ 59.5% 2,843,249$          

AV with Level 3 discounted @ 90.0% 934,203$              

Total Disounted AV 11,104,788$        

Discounted AV/Share 0.42$                     

Market Disount from AV 10%

Free Assets

AV with Level 1 discounted @ 45.0% 9,950,703$          

AV with Level 2 discounted @ 100.0% -$                       

AV with Level 3 discounted @ 100.0% -$                       

Total Disounted AV 9,950,703$          

Discounted AV/Share 0.38$                     

Market Disount from AV 0%
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Here are some other thoughts I have on CGOC. 

(a) As a long time securities analyst, I try to read between the lines of a Press Release. So it is my 

considered opinion that Sean Conacher was removed as Chief Executive Officer for cause. There 

are any number of reasons this could have happened but my guess is it relates to one or more in-

vestments CGOC made under Conacher’s watch that amounted to something between conflict of 

interest and self-dealing. I am referring to investing CGOC’s money into a company that Conacher 

had a position in ownership or management that was not disclosed. I understand Conacher is still on 

the CGOC board of directors and that also needs to change. 

(b) The hiring and firing of the Chief Executive Officer is the responsibility of the Board of Directors, so 

the removal of Conacher does give me greater confidence in the board and Chair Gary Yeoman. In 

many cases, corporate boards are unwilling to take on this responsibility. So my thanks to Yeoman 

and the board. 

(c) As at January 31, 2020, CGOC had investments of $36.1 million and 16.1 million shares outstanding. 

As at July 31, 2020 or six months later, investments were $34.5 million but shares outstanding had 

ballooned to 26.3 million shares outstanding. This suggests there was over 60% dilution of share-

holder interests for no apparent increase in asset value.  

(d) As a result, the net asset value per share stood at $2.46 per share at the end of January and is now 

around $1.30 per share. The main reason for the 53% decline in net asset value per share seems to 

be shareholder dilution under Sean Conacher’s watch.  

 

Conclusion: clearly I believe Conacher’s departure as CEO is a good thing and his removal from the Board 

of Directors would be better. I am not a securities lawyer but I do have a sense of what is right and what is 

wrong. I believe if Conacher bled value from Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corp. to enrich the value of other 

companies that he is involved in as management or owner, CGOC should have some legal grounds to 

reverse those transactions or recover the money through the courts from those companies or from Cona-

cher, himself. That would be just in my view but the law isn’t always about delivering justice. 

 

I have tried to provide some guidance as to what is possible for shareholders if new management is able to 

right the ship. These are early days for Paul Andersen who was the Chief Financial Officer of CGOC and a 

long-time cohort of Conacher. As my previous reports clearly establish (you can find these reports (here) 

and (here)), Andersen was involved with Conacher in the earliest days of CGOC. 

  

After my recent call with Andersen, I will say he can talk the talk. But whether he can walk the walk remains 

to be seen. However I did sense a degree of sincerity that wasn’t there before. So I am willing to give 

Andersen a chance because I see a worthwhile prize. So what I’m looking for now is action and if that 

happens then I am more likely to recommend investors act as well. In the meantime, I plan to stay the course 

with Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corp. by maintaining positions. 

 

Sunniva (CSE: SNN) (OTC Pink Sheets: SNNVF) last week I reported that SNNVF was seeking creditor 

protection under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA). This week SNNVF reports it has re-

ceived its Initial Order from the Supreme Court of British Columbia that provides an initial 10-day stay of 

proceedings. A ‘comeback’ hearing is scheduled for October 19, 2020 at which time SNNVF will seek an 

extension of the stay of proceedings and commencement of a claim process. SNNVF reports it intends to 

https://seekingalpha.com/instablog/9721001-ted-ohashi/5411370-cannabis-growth-opportunity-corp-cgoc-management-all-wrong
https://seekingalpha.com/instablog/9721001-ted-ohashi/5416521-cannabis-growth-opportunity-corp-management-all-wrong-part-2
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/SNN.CN?p=SNN.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/SNNVF?p=SNNVF&.tsrc=fin-srch
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continue to pay employees and its board during the CCAA proceedings and also its suppliers of goods and 

services. The company will also continue to consider strategic alternatives to maximize value for stakehold-

ers. As mentioned above, seeking protection under CCAA means an almost automatic delisting from stock 

exchanges and that is under consideration by the Canadian Stock Exchange (CSE). The shares have been 

halted on the CSE and USOTC but have been trading on the OTC Pink Sheets and I think that will continue. 

 

When the cannabis industry in Canada got involved with public companies, promoters led the major 

companies. I would include Vic Neufeld who founded Aphria, Terry Booth who founded Aurora Cannabis 

and even Bruce Linton founder of Canopy Growth. There were others who made off like thieves in the night 

and others who were simply thieves. There is nothing wrong with being a promoter. New industries and new 

companies need promoters and it can be an honorable function. But we shouldn’t confuse excellent promo-

tion with management ability.  

 

Over time, professional management has been brought in to replace the professional promoters. This took 

a few years to accomplish. Unfortunately, it is also taking years for professional management to correct the 

mistakes made by the promoter/founders of these industry leading companies. 

 

I was reminded of this by a deep dive article that pointed out the executives of The Green Organic Dutchman 

(TSX: TGOD) paid themselves almost $0.50 for every $1.00 of revenue the company was able to generate. 

Much of that compensation was “options based awards.” This is a terrible message for TGOD shareholders. 

The company lost $198.5 million. TGOD stock is down -61% so far this year and down 97% from its 2018 

high. So management collects millions while shareholders lose millions. This is not the performance that 

justifies investor support. Some of your best investments are the ones you don’t make. 

 

Applications Watch 

 

Nine additional licenses issued by Health Canada resulting in a total of 516 licenses issued. This week new 

licenses were issued to 12099322 Canada of British Columbia for sale, 2244102 of Alberta for micro-cultiva-

tion, Advanced Medicinals of British Columbia for cultivation, CanOrganics of Saskatchewan for micro-culti-

vation, Groupe Fuga of Quebec for micro-cultivation, JBuds Craft Cannabis of British Columbia for micro-

cultivation, Les Cultures Angers of Quebec for micro-cultivation and sale, Les Cultures Vigi of Quebec for 

micro-cultivation and Western Extraction of British Columbia for sales. Over 40 public companies are LPs or 

own an interest in one or more LPs. Licensed producers by province are Ontario (192 or 37%), British Co-

lumbia (121 or 24%), Quebec (61 or 12%), Alberta (55 or 11%), Saskatchewan (24 or 5%), Nova Scotia (22 

or 4%), New Brunswick (10 or 2%), Manitoba (9 for 2%), Newfoundland and Labrador (5 or 1%) and Prince 

Edward Island (3 or 1%). Percent totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding. For a complete list of LPs 

and related information, Ctrl-Click (here)  

https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-medication/cannabis/industry-licensees-applicants/licensed-cultivators-processors-sellers.html
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1 Marijuana Model Portfolio published by InvestorsHub March 29, 2019. 

 

Recent Articles 

 

August 2020: I am initiating coverage of Jushi Holdings Inc. (CSE: JUSH) (OTCQB: JUSHF) at a price 

of CA $2.77 per share. My reasons are: 

(a) Jushi was brought to my attention by Denis Arsenault who I have known and been in touch with 

since he was CEO of Organigram Holdings. Organigram was one of the first companies I covered 

in the cannabis space with my initial report on Seeking Alpha on September 21, 2016 at U.S. 

$1.25 per share. I subsequently sold on March 29, 2019 at U.S. $6.75 per share – a nifty 5-bag-

ger.1 Going back to that original report, my very first reason for liking the stock was “Management 

has personal skin in the game.” Denis Arsenault, CEO, wrote a large cheque at an early stage to 

become the largest shareholder in [Organigram] the Company. Arsenault is a major investor in 

JUSHI and a Special Consultant to the company and I would learn that the founders/insiders in-

cluding Arsenault have invested over $45 million side-by-side with investors. So when Arsenault 

contacted me to tell me about Jushi, I was anxious to hear what he had to say. 

(b) Arsenault put me in touch with  Jim Cacioppo, founder, CEO and Chair and Michael Perlman, 

Executive Vice President, Investor Relations and Treasury. Cacioppo’s back-

ground combines hedge fund management: [Co-Founder and Managing 

Partner of One East Partners (US$2.3 billion (peak AUM), President and Co-

Portfolio manager of Sandell Asset Management [US$5.5 billion (peak 

AUM)], head of Distressed Debt for Halcyon Management (US$9 million)] 

with significant experience in private equity and operating management. 

Given my personal interview and watching other Cacioppo interviews and 

presentations, I am confident in his ability to fulfill the business plan. 

(c) The other founders are: 

1. Erich Mauff, Founder, Co-President and Board Member has a combination of 

financial and managerial experience. Mauff spent over 20 years a Deutsche 

Bank, first as head of Capital Markets & Treasury Solutions then serving as 

Managing Director and Vice Chairman of Corporate Finance North America. 

Mauff competed in the Olympics for South Africa’s Men’s rowing team in 1992. 

 

file:///C:/Users/admin/Documents/OneNote%20Notebooks
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/JUSHF/
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2. Jon Barack, Founder, Co-President and Corporate Secretary has extensive 

financial and cannabis investing experience. Barack spent over ten years in 

investments at various hedge funds including five years at One East Capital 

Advisors where he focussed on cannabis investment.  

 

 

(d) Jushi is focused on building a multi-state operator (MSO) portfolio of branded cannabis and hemp-

derived assets by taking advantage of management’s hedge fund backgrounds - through oppor-

tunistic acquisitions, distressed workouts and competitive applications. The business model is to: 

enter a selected state, build and/or buy a vertically integrated operation from growing to processing 

and sell through dispensaries. JUSHI currently operates in seven states of which Pennsylvania, 

Illinois and Virginia are the most important. These are high growth states with tremendous oppor-

tunities. They also have a presence in California, Nevada, New York and Ohio.  

(e) Let’s have a closer look at the three key provinces: 

1. Pennsylvania (PA): is the 5th largest state with a population of 12.8 million. PA operates a 

limited license regime that creates a high barrier to entry for competitors. In addition, there are 

positive signs the state will move toward legalization of adult-use cannabis in the near future. 

This past week, Governor Tom Wolf placed legalization of adult-use cannabis at the top of his 

fall agenda. This makes PA a highly desirable region to be operating in. There have been ≈ 

$720 million in sales in PA since inception and there are approximately 289,000 registered 

patients and caregivers. JUSHI solidified its leadership position with the closing of the acquisi-

tion of 100% of the equity of Pennsylvania Medical Solutions LLC (PAMS) from Vireo Health 

International. As Vireo was a motivated seller, the transaction was a win-win. The acquisition 

adds a 90,000 sq. ft. indoor cultivation and processing facility. The expansion doubling the 

cultivation area to 45,000 sq. ft. is now complete. In addition, by applying its knowledge, JUSHI 

expects the yield to be increased by two to three times to provide 800 to 1,000 pounds of dried 

flower per month. Also, the current CO2 extraction will be supplemented with new Class 1, 

Division 1 ethanol extraction technology. JUSHI has eight operational dispensaries and is li-

censed for up to 15 dispensaries. JUSHI has a purchase option for an additional three loca-

tions.  

2. Illinois (IL): is the 6th largest state with a population of 12.6 million and both medical and 

adult-use marijuana is legalized with adult-use sales starting on Jan 1, 2020. Cannabis sales 

are projected to reach $2.5 billion in annual sales at market maturity. JUSHI has two opera-

tional medical/adult-use dispensaries and plans to open two additional adult-use dispensaries 

in fourth quarter of 2020 at which time it will have a market share of approximately 4%. 

3. Virginia (VA): entered the state by acquiring the majority of the membership interests in Da-

litso LLC, at the time one of only five applicants to receive conditional approval for a permit 

issued by the Virginia Board of Pharmacy to cultivate and process medical cannabis and to 

dispense and deliver CBD oil and THC-A oil extracts. VA is the 12th largest state with a popu-

lation of over 8.5 million. It has a restrictive license policy that creates a high barrier to entry 

and an opportunity for early movers to attain a dominant position. JUSHI has the potential to 

gain a 25% to 30% market share in VA. JUSHI’s region is Health Service Area II, the northeast 
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region of VA that has a population of 2.5 million and the highest per capita income. Manage-

ment expects to be up and running with one dispensary this year with the intention to add one 

or two more in 2021. JUSHI currently has an exclusive license for six total outlets in VA. 

(f) At present Jushi has 10 stores open and 20 stores planned to be opened. Eight of these are In 

Pennsylvania where they are licensed to have 15 stores. In Illinois, they have two stores and two 

stores under construction that should be open this year. In Virginia they have an exclusive for six 

stores with the first to open this fall. In Nevada they are building out their cultivation and processing 

and expect to be growing in the summer of 2021 with distribution before the end of this year. In 

California, an outlet in Santa Barbara is expected to open by the end of September or early Octo-

ber and an outlet in Culver City will open next year. JUSHI is looking for an opportunity to get into 

cultivation and processing.  

The chart to the left provides a summary of JUSHI’s position as 

illustrated in a recent investor presentation. Please note that all 

of the disclaimers that were provided and applied to the presen-

tation, apply to this chart as well. Also note, things are changing 

rapidly in JUSHI’s world so some of the data may already be 

dated. I have included it here to give readers a very general idea 

of JUSHI’s U.S. footprint in an easy to understand format.  

(g) One important aspect of JUSHI’s business plan is the idea 

that in the process of legalizing medical and/or recreational can-

nabis in U.S. states, many licenses were issued to people with-

out the necessary experience to operate and finance the busi-

ness required to utilize the license. JUSHI management believes this creates opportunities to de-

velop part of their growth through acquisitions. When you combine this with the intention to operate 

from seed to sale in each state selected, we can see where management’s unique investment 

skills come into play. Because each state has different rules and regulations, I find this a sensible 

approach. Also it means JUSHI is not dependent on third party suppliers of goods or services. Of 

the three main states JUSHI operates in, Pennsylvania is the best current example of manage-

ment’s ability to combine acquisitions and competitive applications. It also means JUSHI is actively 

looking for acquisitions and opportunities in other states. 

(h) JUSHI has a super voting share that is convertible into 100 Subordinate Voting shares and each 

of those shares has 10 votes, in other words, 1,000 votes per super voting share. Ordinarily I 

would avoid a company that has issued super voting shares. Super voting shares are often used 

to enable management to protect themselves from shareholders who may decide to change di-

rectors or vote against management wishes. More importantly, I want to be invested in the same 

shares as the management/insider group. In this case, I am overlooking this because since taking 

over, the three founders of JUSHI and Denis Arsenault, Special Advisor to the Board have written 

cheques to invest in JUSHI for ≈ $45 million of the ≈ $220 million raised since inception. This is 

20.5% of the total capital raised. In addition, the founder/insider group has participated in many of 

the financings as they have taken place. CEO Jim Cacioppo told me he has invested in every 

offering since inception and he accounts for roughly half the $45 million referred to above. This 
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was also not a case of the founder/insider group loading up at the lowest prices. With the invest-

ment the management/insider group has made to date, I am confident that management’s goals 

are perfectly aligned with investors and our support is well justified. 

(i) JUSHI is comfortably financed having just closed on U.S. $33 million of subscription receipts for 

a 10% senior secured note with warrants to acquire subordinate voting shares and ended Q2 with 

over $50 million in cash and short term investments. Arsenault, CEO Jim Cacioppo and the other 

founders are well versed in the capital markets, are connected with large, sophisticated investors 

and have deep pockets themselves. As a result, financing growth should not be a concern in the 

foreseeable future. 

(i) The market seems to have recognized that certain companies and industries have their business 

helped by the fallout of the pandemic: Amazon, social media, online gaming, and so. The cannabis 

group is in a similar position and represent value today that will be realized as investors see can-

nabis is one of those industries that can thrive in these difficult times as well as better times. For 

example, JUSHI did not open any new stores between March and May 2020 but sales increased 

by 30%. I also like the JUSHI model of being vertically integrated in each state so that they control 

their own destiny. It also means, we will probably see a consistent flow of positive developments 

as we move ahead from here. In addition, I think this is a value added investment for the portfolio 

by virtue of my past relationship with Denis Arsenault and the fact that JUSHI is in the earlier 

stages of building analyst and institutional coverage. This is an ideal time for us to be buying the 

shares. 

(j) The leading MSOs include but are not restricted to Curaleaf (CSE: CURA), Green Thumb (CSE: 

GTII) and Trulieve (CSE: TRUL). These are all fine companies and have done very well for their 

investors recently. At this point, however, their market caps based on Yahoo Finance are: CURA 

(>$6 billion), GTII (≈$4 billion) and TRUL (>$3 billion). JUSHI has a market cap of ≈ $280 million. 

I would rather own JUSHI at current prices and watch it evolve into a valuation such as those 

accorded TRUL or GTII or CURA. I believe JUSHI management has the ability to grow a business 

similar to these over time and the ability to capture investor imaginations along the way. 

(k) Last week JUSHI published an important quarterly report. JUSHI reports in U.S. dollars. 

1. Q2 revenues came in at $14.9 million for sequential growth of +73%. This was right on target 

from the guidance given after the first quarter. 

2. The revenue increase was driven by the acquisition of two medical marijuana dispensaries in 

Illinois, one that began serving adult-use customers in March and the other in May, strong 

organic revenue growth at the BEYOND/HELLO stores in Pennsylvania, and successful pro-

curement of product in these two supply constrained markets. 

3. Gross margin improved to 50% from 48% in the Q1 producing an 80% increase in gross profit 

from Q1 due primarily to an increase in adult-use sales, improved product mix, improved pur-

chasing practices and more disciplined promotional offers. 

4. Cash and short term investments totalled $50.5 million at the end of Q2 which leaves JUSHI 

in a healthy liquidity position. 

5. Q3 revenue is expected to reach $22 to $25 million or sequential growth of 48% to 68%. Man-

agement reaffirmed Q4 revenue expectations of $25 to $30 million. Management expects to 
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attain breakeven in Q3 and positive EBITDA in Q4. As production comes on stream in Penn-

sylvania moving forward and when combined with higher adult-use sales and wholesale distri-

bution to third parties, margins should benefit as well. 

6. For 2021, management reaffirmed revenue guidance of $200 to $250 million and added 

EBITDA guidance of $40 to $50 million. 

 

This quarterly report was very important because management expectations for 2021 revenue in the $200 

to $250 million range seemed unattainable given recent quarterly revenues of only $6 to $9 million. But 

revenue for the month of July was at an annualized run rate of $89 million and August has continued to see 

the positive trend continue. With additional store openings, production of biomass gaining momentum and 

the potential for additional acquisitions, suddenly the road to 2021 sales of $200 - $250 million becomes 

clearer. These results go a long way toward supporting management expectations and as that positive mo-

mentum in credibility builds, the valuation of JUSHI should move much higher. 

   

Conclusion: I am convinced that JUSHI has the management skill mix necessary to move their business 

plan forward in an efficient and timely manner. At the present time, JUSHI is poised to gain significant market 

share in PA, IL and VA, a region that has a collective population 

almost equal to Canada. In addition it is an ideal fit for what I look 

for in an attractive investment opportunity. It is a company with an 

excellent management team, a well-conceived and considered 

business plan that incorporates their unique skill set and JUSHI 

is in the early stages of gaining a market following building on an 

attractive valuation level. I see JUSHI as a candidate to join the 

multi-state operator, U.S. $1 billion market cap club. This could 

happen sooner because of JUSHI management’s ability to find, evaluate and negotiate accretive acquisi-

tions in the industry. I think JUSHI is most suitable for aggressive growth investors. 

 

Disclosure: I have no business relationship with JUSHI and I am not being compensated by them for provid-

ing coverage. I do not have an ownership interest in JUSHI and do not intend to buy any shares in the 

foreseeable future.  

 

July 2020: I had a call with Paul Rosen, interim CEO of 1933 Industries (CSE: TGIF) (OTCQB: TGIFF) 

This was my first opportunity to speak with him since his appointment as Interim Chief Executive Officer. 

TGIF shareholders first became aware of Rosen in March 2019 when he was the sole placee of a 10 million 

units offering at $.45 per unit making him one of the largest shareholders while 

providing TGIV with CDN $4.5 million in working capital. 

 

The 2019 Press Release said, “Paul Rosen is a noted career entrepreneur, man-

agement consultant and public speaker. Over the last 6 years, he has become 

one of the most active entrepreneurs and investors in the emerging global can-

nabis industry.  He is a co-founder of PharmaCan Capital Corp., and served as 

President and CEO for three years, following which the company underwent a 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/TGIF.CN?p=TGIF.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/TGIFF?p=TGIFF&.tsrc=fin-srch
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corporate rebranding to become Cronos Group (NASDAQ: CRON; TSX: CRON). Paul is a founder and 

former CEO & Chairman of Tidal Royalty Corporation (RLTY.U.CN) and sits on the Boards of iAnthus Capital 

Holdings (IAN.CN), Hill Street Beverages (BEER.VN) and High Tide Ventures (HITI.CN).” 

 

Rosen: since becoming a shareholder I have been in an advisory role trying to help the company navigate 

some problems and opportunities as well. So I know 1933 has a good asset base and market. Obviously, 

COVID has had an overall negative impact on the Las Vegas and Nevada economy, especially given its 

dependence on tourism. In addition, Las Vegas was one of the few jurisdictions in the U.S. that closed its 

dispensaries. So our first objective is to get our sales ramped up now that Las Vegas has started to reopen 

and many of the hotels are now open.  

The other factor we have going in our favour is the new building, our greatest capital investment, has yet to 

report any significant contribution to revenue in a quarterly report. It was delayed for a number of reasons 

but now it is operating at about 85% of capacity and we are in a position to harvest 500 to 600 pounds of 

high quality flower a month. So for the first time in a while, we have a significant amount of flower.  

At the same time we have reviewed each senior employee and made a decision on who we wanted to keep. 

This happened at the very top level of the organization. So I am there as the new CEO, we have a new 

President in Eugene Ruiz who is a CPA, we have a new Chief Financial Officer who is also a CPA, we have 

just hired a new sales person who is very familiar with the Las Vegas cannabis market, we have the skilled 

growers we need and, as I mentioned, a meaningful amount of product to work with. If we look at 1933 today, 

we have never had as much product available for sale so we have to get out there and sell it. Let me put it 

this way. If we were a restaurant, our kitchen is nine times larger than it ever was before. It’s not lost on me 

that we still have to get out there and sell it but I think at least that’s doable. No one will give me a Harvard 

MBA for this but one of my priorities is to get revenues up and costs down.  

Along with this, we are taking our balance sheet much more seriously. You know when you really pay atten-

tion to your balance sheet? When it’s your own money. I’ve been involved with small public or even private 

companies where I had to write the cheques myself. I think we all know now that the cannabis industry hasn’t 

been run with any financial discipline. It’s been like kids at a house party. As long as people kept showing 

up with beer, people kept drinking it. But we’re all learning that the cannabis industry isn’t special. You can’t 

keep spending more money than is coming in. It catches up to you eventually. So one of my goals from day 

one has been to improve the balance sheet. 

 

We had debentures coming due in September 2021 and it was my view that we had to retire those deben-

tures or at least get them to a point where they weren’t dragging down our balance sheet. So we made a 

proposal to the debenture holders that first, they could convert into common stock at $.10 per share; second, 

the company can defer all interest payments on the debentures until the September 2021 maturity; three, 

we can make the interest payments in shares rather than cash; and four, if 1933 stock trades at above $.15 

per share for a certain period of time we can force conversion of the debentures. I saw these debentures as 

an overhang preventing new capital from coming into the company. So we’ve dealt with that. 

In summary, we could look at it like a chess game but for the next few moves you don’t have to be a grand 

master. I felt we had reform management, strengthen our balance sheet and have a laser-like focus on 

getting the company cash flow positive as quickly as possible. All these things are underway now and we 

still have a lot of work ahead of us but we’re working to a plan. 
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Ohashi: Are you saying there wasn’t a plan before? 

 

Rosen: No. I guess what I mean is there was a plan but too much of the plan depended on hope. That 

wasn’t good enough. Right now there’s a whole different level of discipline in the company. It happens right 

now we have a lawyer and two CPAs at the top. Now we have run companies before so we don’t lack that 

experience. But we get a daily cash flow report, a daily sales report, a daily accounts receivable report, a 

daily bank report and so on and we study these reports like they are an oracle. When I was on the outside, 

it wasn’t that clear to me but now that I’m looking at it from the other side, these had to be done urgently. 

The company was not performing well enough. Sales were going in the wrong direction. Cash was going in 

the wrong direction. The stock price was going in the wrong direction. 

 

Ohashi: It’s not lost on me that you’re a significant shareholder. Perhaps the largest shareholder. So as the 

interim CEO, is it your plan to be there for a while? 

 

Rosen: My appointment did not come with a deadline. I will be here as long as it is in the best interest of our 

shareholders and as you pointed out, one of them is me. So part of my motivation is to back up my invest-

ment. I could be here for a long time but maybe not as the CEO. Right now, 1933 needs a strong executive 

management team so I am part of that. I’m not going anywhere in the short run because I have a lot of skin 

the game and I want to get all my money back and more which I think is very doable.  

Right now Eugene Ruiz is in Nevada and I’m not and I can’t go there so we are like co-CEOs. Our chairman 

is also doing an incredible job for us. I believe we will always have great people to call on to take my place 

when the time is right. After that who knows? But I expect to be around for a long time and perhaps a place 

on the board will be more suitable at that time. Right now I am on board this ship and plan to stay there at 

least until 1933 is on much stronger footing. 

 

Ohashi: Las Vegas has reopened and things are picking up. Is that having an impact on the Company? 

 

Rosen: Las Vegas probably suffered more from COVID than any other region in America because it’s so 

uniquely dependent on tourism. The biggest employers are hotels and restaurants collectively. Las Vegas 

is crawling back. They have opened the hotels and restaurants and they’ve reopened the dispensaries which 

is all good. They reopened and then closed the bars. The Las Vegas economy is off its lows that was prob-

ably April but it isn’t all the way back. I think Las Vegas realizes it can’t go back to a complete shutdown. So 

it has to find the right balance between the economy and safety for residents and visitors. It’s summer time 

so it isn’t high season but I am cautiously optimistic about the fall when things should pick up anyway. 

 

Ohashi: What about your other markets? California, Oregon. The rest of the U.S.? 

 

Rosen: Right now we are reviewing everything that has been done. Is it cash flow positive or negative? 

Once that assessment is completed, I’ll be able to answer that question better. Our biggest capital commit-

ment is Nevada so we focused on that first but now we’re looking at our other regions. Remember any 
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decisions we make now aren’t necessarily permanent. In the long run we will continue to look for opportuni-

ties in other jurisdictions. In the past little while we have had people wanting to acquire us. Right now we are 

being a little cautious and careful and staying focused on the main issues which brings us back to the balance 

sheet and cash flow. Right now we are status quo on everything outside of Nevada. 

 

Ohashi: Much of what you’ve said today relates to cash. How do you stand with respect to cash? 

 

Rosen: As a public company, I have to refer you back to our latest quarterly report that showed cash around 

$4.9 million. 

 

Ohashi: How is your burn rate? 

 

Rosen: Here’s what I can say about that. Our burn rate is going in the right direction and this quarter isn’t 

over but our burn rate looks like it will be down from last quarter.  

Ohashi: It seems the message is that the key variables are starting to move in the right direction: revenue 

up, expenses down, cash outflow declining… 

 

Rosen: …and the thing to remember is we are growing ten times more plants now that we have in any 

previously reported quarter. Expenses can be attacked immediately but revenue has to build up. But a ten 

times increase in a high quality product, a limited licence market and an improving local economy gives me 

reason for optimism for our revenue moving strongly forward. 

 

Conclusion: After speaking to Paul Rosen, I am convinced that 1933 is on the road to recovery. I believe 

Rosen is bringing large cap management solutions to a small cap company. The plan is deceptively simple: 

increase sales, decrease expenses, manage cash outflows and strengthen the balance sheet. What is dif-

ferent are the steps being taken to ensure these things happen. Rosen’s description of what has been done, 

gives me the confidence to believe it will be accomplished. Certainly, there has been dilution. The changes 

to the terms of the convertible debentures and the recently announced share offering are cases in point. 

However, this dilution is necessary to correct the problems of the past. What investors are faced with is 

moving ahead from here. I would look for some minor improvements in the current fourth quarter ended July 

2020. But I look forward to the next two quarters indicating the trend with revenues meaningfully higher, 

gross profit and gross profit margins improving and the cash burn rate declining. From its current level of 

$.07 per share, I think the shares will provide above average results. For existing shareholders, I believe 

averaging down would be an appropriate strategy. 
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With the COVID-19 restrictions being relaxed in British Columbia, I took a few days off to play golf 

with my son. On this trip, I was passing by the Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP) office 

and arranged a site visit with Chris Bunka, Chief Executive Officer. This is a critical time 

in the history of the company given its plan to up-list to the NASDAQ exchange. Lexaria 

and Bunka are certainly committed to the plan that will see them increasingly followed 

and funded by a few American institutional investors rather than its base of over 10,000 

Canadian individual investors. The potential for their DehydraTECH technology in anti-

viral therapy appears substantial and I don’t believe their potential in nicotine will live or 

die with Altria’s decision. Cannabis remains important but will be surpassed by the phar-

maceutical applications LXRP has or will put in place over the next six months. My hesitation for the past six 

months or so has been Altria’s decision. I no longer think that is as important given the developing prospects 

in the antiviral therapeutic side. So I wouldn’t wait at this stage. Now is the time to take positive action. I 

started the interview by exploring the changes ahead. 

 

Ohashi: What was the major event that put you on the path you are on now?   

 

Bunka: the $2 million we raised recently, was a little bit of capital with a huge impact on Lexaria. It was 

virtually all from institutional money and it was almost all from New York. It was like a validation of who we 

are and what we are doing. 

 

Ohashi: it was also a sign of where you are going… 

 

Bunka: yes it was. It come with strings attached because institutions are very demanding about what they 

expect you to do with the money. That led to us having lots of internal meetings and communications: are 

we ready to do this? do we want to do this? So it really made us focus like never before. Our company is 

now committed to a very clear and precise plan for the next year to eighteen months. 

 

Ohashi: And what is that? 

 

Bunka: First we had to get a U.S. registration statement completed and we had a deadline. I thought it was 

going to take us 60 – 90 days and we did it in less than 15 days. Then we reported to our recent Annual 

Meeting that we are going for a NASDAQ listing. We’ve started communication with the exchange and we’ve 

hired the law firm that will manage the application. 

 

Ohashi: You also got the reverse split approved… 

 

Bunka: Yes and I want to go on the record on this. I don’t want to do a reverse split if I don’t have to. I’m still 

the biggest shareholder and I know the negative history of reverse splits. But here is my comment on that: 

1. I know around 80%+ of reverse splits fail but I also know that in 90% of that 80%+, the company 

involved stays trading on the same exchange. I looked at the balance of cases where the reverse 

split was done as part of a merger/acquisition or an up-list and the result is completely different. 

Somewhere between 50% and 90% of those reverse splits produce an increase in value. 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXX.CN?p=LXX.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXRP?p=LXRP&.tsrc=fin-srch
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2. We’ve been on the OTC for around fourteen years and I’ve had hundreds of meetings with institutional 

investors and other sophisticated investors. I can’t tell you the number of times people have said we 

will not invest in you while you are on the over-the-counter market. If you grow your business to the 

point where you qualify for a listing on the NASDAQ or other national stock exchange, come back 

and see us. This was never more apparent than in 2019 when I made monthly trips to New York for 

six months leading up to Christmas to talk to investing institutions. Soon after COVID stopped every-

thing. I met with very senior institutions: Bank of American, Piper Jaffrey, Cowan, Oppenheimer, 

Wainwright and many mid-market firms. I finally had to listen. I would say eight out of ten of these 

firms said to me they are interested in backing us, they like our Business Plan, they love our technol-

ogy. Their analysts would have multiple calls with John [Docherty, President of Lexaria] to discuss 

the technology and they were really impressed. But it always came down to LXRP needing an up-

listing before they could invest in us.  

 

One of the requirements to get listed on the NASDAQ or Amex is a $3, $4 or $5 stock price. So if we are to 

have the money we require to run Lexaria the way we’re supposed to, we need an up-listing. It’s not really 

one option; it’s the only option. For example, I had a meeting last month with our Chief Financial Officer and 

Controller to review our legal expenses. In the past 2½ years we spent almost US $800,000 with one law 

firm for legal work just on Intellectual Property (IP). Then you have all your securities law and corporate law. 

Now we have a patent portfolio that is growing and as it grows it become for complex and costly to manage. 

For example, we have one early stage patent application we made a couple of years ago that cost US 

$12,000 to US $15,000. This patent has advanced which is good. The next stage to further that application 

just in fees to agents and the patent offices, not including legal fees, will cost us US $93,000. As we move 

up the ladder and get DehydraTECH patented for drug applications, we will require studies. The patent office 

costs are less if we are claiming it works faster or increases bioavailability. But if we want to say it works for 

heart disease or Alzheimer’s, they say – prove it. Studies like that cost $1 to $3 million for the most basic 

work. We might need multiple studies of this sort. 

 

Ohashi: the other issue is time. I mean everyone is raving about GW Pharma and Epidolex but GWP started 

research on that well over a decade ago… 

 

Bunka: And that’s why Lexaria has always taken the approach that we provide the DehydraTECH technol-

ogy and our partners look after the product it’s used in whether its cannabis or nicotine or whatever. We’re 

going to stay true to that. But it’s clear to us that moving forward we’re going to have to spend US $500,000 

a year on IP law and another US $1 - $2 million a year on applied research and as lean as we keep our 

overhead costs, we will need $2 million a year for that. This level of funding is not available to us through 

the Canadian markets. So if you put all that together, going to the NASDAQ is not a choice, it’s our only 

choice.  

 

Ohashi: I tell people to look at the motivation for the rollback. Companies are often desperate: they’ve got 

a billion shares outstanding or the business has failed and they rollback the stock to create a shell to start 

over. But you’re making a proactive change to get a positive result. 
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Bunka: That’s what I meant. If you do a rollback just to stay in the same place, it might not work. But that’s 

not what we’re doing. That’s why we went for a range on the rollback. I would still hope to do a 1 for 2 rollback 

but it may have to be more. I also know that over half the capital in the U.S. is prohibited from investing in 

the OTC. A big piece of what’s left cannot invest in penny stocks. In the U.S. that’s $5 a share. So again, 

this is something we have to do. And a final observation, I don’t think there are many stocks on the OTC that 

have 10,000 shareholders the way we do. In Canada, we’re happy with the Canadian Stock Exchange. 

They’ve been good to us. 

 

So in summary, this is a big part of our plan for the rest of 2020. We will push to complete some research 

and development that will advance our patent portfolio and do everything we need to do to get the NASDAQ 

listing completed that will come with a much larger institutional financing, hopefully at a much higher market 

valuation. 

 

Ohashi: what about your antiviral COVID initiatives? 

 

Bunka: We have announced a couple of programs. One is awaiting Institutional Review Board approval that 

is delayed mostly because of COVID related issues but we are expecting it within weeks. We have two 

antiviral drugs in storage in the lab. We’ll be ready to go. These will be pilot studies so it will be relatively 

small with two dozen human volunteers. The studies will be relatively quick. We just want to know is there 

more of the drug in the blood? We have a second study and we have put together the study protocol. It is 

much larger and includes a grant application to the National Institute of Health. This is a multimillion dollar 

study that will try to establish efficacy that would be a huge accomplishment. 

 

Ohashi: but DehydraTECH is all about speed of delivery and bioavailability that applies no matter which 

vaccine works.  

 

Bunka: Correct. As long as a vaccine is fat soluble, and most are, it can apply to any one of the 200 vaccines 

or so that are out there. Vaccines have poor bioavailability which is why they need to injected which means 

refrigeration and it must be administered by a health professional. This creates challenges in places like 

Africa, for example, and drives up the cost. Delivering it in pill form would be a major opportunity because it 

would be so much cheaper. Lack of bioavailability prevents that. 

 

Just to be clear, we are currently focussed on therapies – on antiviral drugs, that is, once you have the virus 

how can you minimize the effect? So we have uncovered 200 – 300 antiviral drugs out there and, on paper, 

we already believe DehydraTECH will work on 25 – 35 of them. Of that total, our initial pilot program is going 

test only two or three of them. The ones we are working on initially have been chosen very carefully. Now 

we should have John here to explain the science. But there are different classes of antiviral drugs and our 

test is really to see if DehyrdraTECH is effective on certain classes of drugs. If it is, then we can contact the 

manufacturers of that general class of antiviral drug.  

 

We are at a place we have been targeting since last fall, that is, our pharmaceutical division. Our selection 

of antiviral drugs to test first comes after a lot of analysis on what will give us the best chance for a win. 
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COVID also played a role in that selection. It also includes a number of other viral diseases ranging from e-

bola to measles so it is a major opportunity for us. We still have the nicotine markets that remain extremely 

important and cannabis is fitting in where it should - as a smaller but still important potential market. Our lab 

just received a license upgrade from Health Canada so we can do more things than before. We can now 

take our cannabis products, say THC and cocoa powder and put it in our mouths. We can actually taste it. 

So we haven’t abandoned the cannabis area but it was always a smaller potential market for us than nicotine, 

for example. 

 

Ohashi: so what is the timing like of all this? 

 

Bunkia: a lot depends on the investment bankers, the NASDAQ and the Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion but we are looking at somewhere between best case in the world mid-September to Christmas for the 

up-listing. Mid-September is aggressive but if I could have my wish it would be done before the U.S. election. 

It means we will have to make changes to our Board of Directors, we need internal reorganization, new 

committees, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) have to be written down and codified, and so on. But 

we are serious about it and expect to get it done. 

 

We have also taken steps to protect our workers. First of all, we have a weekly schedule and some days we 

have as few as two people in and other days as many as five. But we have 3,000 square feet here so each 

person has a lot of space. We have installed an air purification system that uses filters and ultraviolet light, 

we have installed several hand sanitizing stations and someone each day is assigned to go around once or 

twice to sanitize the light switches, door handles, the panel on the microwave in the kitchen, and so on. 

Thankfully no one has gotten the coronavirus. 

 

Ohashi: I have to ask about Altria and what’s happening there. 

 

Bunka: Well not much to report. They are really dragging this out. I don’t know what their strategy is although 

I suspect they are playing Fortune 500 hardball with us. But we’re not sitting still either so, as you’ve seen, 

we are moving ahead on several fronts and no matter what Altria decides and when they decide it, we are 

still interested in developing the nicotine side of our business. 

 

Conclusion: I keep returning to the idea of metamorphosis with respect to Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) 

(OTCQX: LXRP). The things Chris Bunka discussed regarding the up-listing represent the first major step 

toward becoming followed and funded by American institutions rather than Canadian individuals. There are 

challenges to attaining this but the people at Lexaria appear to have bought into the plan and with Bunka’s 

leadership, I think they will accomplish it. The things they are required to do at the behest of these American 

institutional investors all serve to make LXRP a better, stronger company. To date, I have been waiting for 

a response from Altria before getting excited about suggesting adding to holdings. Given the clarity of the 

road ahead and Bunka’s personal enthusiasm and commitment to the plan, I am no longer hesitant. I would 

be adding positions or adding to existsing positions now. Over two years ago, just before LXRP doubled, I 

published an article on Seeking Alpha titled The Lexaria Train May Be Leaving The Station. Don't Be Left 

Behind. That message seems appropriate today. 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXX.CN?p=LXX.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXRP?p=LXRP&.tsrc=fin-srch
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Last week, I had an opportunity to chat with Alvaro Torres, Chief Executive Officer of Khiron Life Sciences 

(TSXV: KHRN) (OTCQX: KHRNF) and the person most responsible for putting KHRN 

together. Alvaro has over 15 years of experience in the Latin American market, includ-

ing infrastructure projects and project finance, management strategy, team develop-

ment, and mergers and acquisitions. Alvaro holds a Masters of Engineering and a Mas-

ters of Business Administration and has overseen the development of projects totalling 

over $1 billion in capital expenditures. He was instrumental in growing the Colombian 

subsidiary of a major Canadian engineering firm from two people to over 2,000 in three 

years.  

 

I think what you will see from this interview is engineering approaches applied to the execution of starting to 

generate revenue from a medical business. Listening to what Alvaro had to say certainly elevated my level  

of confidence that this critical phase of KHRN’s growth is going to be successful. Results have been pushed 

back by the problems associated with COVID-19 but that is happening everywhere to just about everyone 

and at least KHRN has the resources to push through it.  

 

Ohashi: Let’s begin with your announcement on Germany today and the agreement with Nimbus Health. 

You’ve made an arrangement with a distributor which is necessary because all medical cannabis sales go 

through the pharmacies there and there are no large drug store chains. 

 

Torres: Yes. Tej (Tejinder Virk - President of Khiron Europe) and Franzi (Franziska Katterbach - Chief Legal 

Officer for Khiron Europe) have been with us since last fall and working hard to figure out the issues with the 

U.K., Germany and the rest of Europe. COVID proved what we knew all along which is that Khiron must 

diversify its supply chain. So for the past four months or so we have been trying to find the right partner but 

now we’re comfortable and ready to move ahead. Our plan is to supply Europe from Europe while meeting 

all the EU requirements and building our brand. This will also apply to Kuida. If we can find someone who 

can manufacture the product over there meeting our quality specifications and our cost expectations, we 

will. 

 

Think about international shipping right now. It would be extremely difficult to ship from Colombia to Europe 

and very expensive too. Shipping rates are going up because, under COVID there is such a shortage. The 

same is true with air freight. When COVID is over, there will be other issues so we must be able to adapt. 

What all of this means is we must diversify our supply chain. That is what we are doing. 

 

Ohashi: I understand that in Germany there aren’t any large pharmaceutical chains. So you have to work 

through a distributor. 

 

Torres: That’s right. There are no Pharma Totos in Germany so you have to use a distributor to sell to 

individual pharmacies. Also in Germany, the demand is around 60% flower and 40% oil. We can’t export 

flower from Colombia at this time and we’re not pushing the government to allow it. That might come further 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/KHRN.V/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/KHRNF?p=KHRNF&.tsrc=fin-srch
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down the road. Our distributor in Germany is not the largest one but we wanted the hungriest one. The one 

that will try harder for us and that is what we found I think.  

 

Ohashi: Germany is the most important market in Europe… 

 

Torres: That’s right. It’s the biggest for sure. All medical cannabis is distributed through the pharmacies and 

cannabis is approved for the government health plans. But Germany is important for another reason. The 

other European countries are watching Germany and it might be the model that many countries follow. So if 

we’re there, it might be easier to for us to expand into other areas of Europe. 

 

Ohashi: And the U.K.? 

 

Torres: We are in the Twenty21 Project. We are at the stage of getting prescriptions from doctors and 

processing them. So we are moving ahead there as well. 

 

Ohashi: How about Colombia and Latin America? 

 

Torres: In Colombia, even with COVID, things are going well. I mean we lost significant revenue in March, 

April and May but that couldn’t be helped. Everyone was having the same problems. We were able to start 

up again last week and I am spending about half my time in the clinics. I am speaking to you from Zerenia, 

our new clinic. Right now we are focused on: 

(a) Training of doctors in the clinic: we are looking at the numbers every day. Why are some doctors 

writing fifteen prescriptions each day while others are only writing one or two? Also we calculated 

what it would cost to make sure our doctors have all the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) they 

need to work efficiently during COVID. Some doctors wanted to see how the prescription process 

works. We asked some patients to allow us to have extra doctors observing. We started in May with 

an average of three prescriptions per doctor per week and as doctors become more comfortable with 

the process that number will keep going up. We are hiring more doctors now. Very soon, the clinic 

will be writing 500 prescriptions a week going to 1,000 prescriptions a week. So I am here every other 

day and talking to the doctors – getting ideas of how to improve our approach and figuring out how to 

help them. For example, we started offering high THC medical products through our ILANS clinics. 

Such progress also requires training so physicians know how to prescribe it.  

(b) Training of doctors outside the clinic: these doctors have been prescribing less and our in-house 

doctors because some of them haven’t been going into their clinics every day. Also their clinics might 

not provide them with all the PPE they require. So they are doing about 10% of what the doctors in 

our clinics are doing. Starting this week we are inviting outside doctors to work out of our clinic. We 

give them the PPE they need. They might start working here, say, three hours a day and that will 

increase as time goes along.  

(c) Within the clinic we are having these kinds of discussions. We would rather have 30 doctors writing 

15 prescriptions a day rather than 150 doctors writing 3 prescriptions a day. So we are focussed on 

helping our doctors work more effectively. We are at the point now when we are looking for additional 

doctors. 
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(d) We haven’t forgotten the importance of patients in all of this. We have two kinds of patients and 

different ways to help them: 

1. We have those patients who are coming in for their regular checkups. In this case we are intro-

ducing cannabis as a new part of their treatment. Here we are dealing with 350 patients a day and 

it is up to the doctors to determine if cannabis appropriate for their needs. 

2. We also have private patients coming in through our call centers. These people are calling be-

cause they have heard about cannabis and want it as part of their treatment. So, say, 85% of 

these people will end up with a prescription. COVID has been holding these numbers down be-

cause people didn’t want to leave home. But this is changing so these numbers are also going up 

and in this case, advertising, branding and marketing is important. We need to attract people to 

come into our clinics and proved repeat business. For example, we are setting up loyalty programs 

to motivate people to stay with us. 

3. Our telehealth program is part of this. This started two months ago and involves Skype or Zoom 

or other technology. The difficulty has been our target patients are 55 years old and up and these 

are also the people who have the most trouble with technology. We have had cases in the past 

where people are frustrated because they can’t figure out how to open a Skype or Zoom account 

which they need before they start with us. This week we are introducing our new system that is 

online or by an app and you can meet a doctor there and get help that way. This makes it much 

easier for people to get started. So we have been losing patients because of technology issues 

and also having to wait for service. So we are working to resolve all these issues.  

4. Finally, there is our call centre that has really been impacted by COVID so they were only getting 

60 calls a day. A call centre might have 100 people in one room and you can’t have that right now. 

So we had to outfit people with computers so they can work at home and starting this week, we 

have no missed calls and we are gathering the data so we can measure the effectiveness of each 

ad. If we run a new ad at 12 noon, we can see how many people have called in by 1:00 p.m. and 

we’re already at the point where we have to analyse the data almost twice a day. So we can adjust 

the ad message depending on the results we’re getting. 

5. Then we are examining the cost. The medical cannabis cost for 5% to 10% of our patients is a 

problem so we are working on ways to help them.  

 

So that’s my day right now. Train the doctors, increase the number of doctors, attract the patients and figure 

out how to make more of them aware of the benefits of medical cannabis. Finally, figure out different ways 

to help those patients who face medical and financial challenges.  
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Ohashi: That leaves the grow facility at Doima. The pictures below show the site in 2017 and today. Quite 

a change! 

 

Torres: When you first visited the site, it was a tent on five hectares of property. 

 

Ohashi: Yes and you would let us go inside! 

 

Torres: You remember! Cultivation is now going very well. We harvested more plants last week. Everything 

is going very smooth. Here are a couple of highlights: 

(a) We’ve been able to reduce our grow cycle by two weeks so our yield is up.  

(b) We were joined to the grid by a low voltage power line that didn’t give us the reliability we want. 

So we had to have a back-up source of power that we were forced to use a lot more than we 

wanted to. This was very expensive and not really good for the environment. Our largest control-

lable cost component is power. So we began to look at a solar power project. It was a little bit 

delayed by COVID. It was initially scheduled for March 2020 and we just announced it last week. 

We need around 850 kwh to run our whole facility. We are about to start the next phase of this 

project which is to install the batteries because it will help us if we can store some power. The 

solar power project is going to reduce our overall electricity costs by 30% to 40%. 

(c) Our next step will be to hook up our solar power to the grid. The government power is hydroelectric 

and they need back-up also. So they set up a system that allows us to sell our solar power to the 

grid and buy it back from the grid at a much lower price. So we will make money from our solar 

power but the government gets benefits too. They have a back-up power source and our carbon 

footprint is greatly reduced. So it may sound like a funny system but it is a win-win. 

 

We had some COVID related problems in Doima as we had to house and feed our 50 employees but we got 

that sorted out. We just completed another harvest and the product looks excellent. Last year, cultivation 

was issue #1. This year it is running well and there are no major problems.  

 

Ohashi - Conclusion: people regularly question my commitment to Khiron and I hope this interview gives 

you a better understanding of my enthusiasm. I have watched this group of people since their very early 

days and seen them accomplish milestone after milestone. I can sometimes forget what I had for breakfast 

but on occasion a person’s words stick in my mind and won’t go away. Well over a year ago, Alvaro told me 

his “audacious” plan to become a player in the world cannabis market by leveraging their position in Colom-

bia. Since then I have watched him execute on step after step toward this goal. Khiron is now at the point 
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where generating revenue, positive cash flow and net income is the objective and I love Torres’ engineering 

approach to the problem. If I’m correct and Khiron moves forward at this point as they have at every other 

critical step along the way, I am more convinced than ever that my optimism will be realized and my confi-

dence will be rewarded. Many times, when a growth story on the market is slower to get off the ground, when 

the upward move starts, it is explosive. That is what I see happening with Khiron and the longer it takes, the 

more explosive it will be, in my opinion.  

 

IM Cannabis Corp (CSE: IMCC) Initiating coverage. 

May 22, 2020 

 

IMCC is a diversified medical cannabis company operating out of Israel. Here are some important details: 

(a) IMCC, through subsidiary Focus Medical (Focus), is one of about eight original licensed growers in 

Israel. IMCC has been in business for ten years as a private company during which considerable 

time, effort and the founding group’s capital was spent on cannabis research, especially the develop-

ment of strains with potential medical applications. IMCC went public by a Reverse Takeover on No-

vember 5, 2019 and has traded in a range of $.18 - $.75 per share since. 

(b) As you know, management is the key to my investment decision making. My first interview with Oren 

Shuster, pictured to the left, was very recent but here are some things to consider. This is not Shus-

ter’s first rodeo. His initial venture was a very successful technology com-

pany and that was followed by a real estate business. Both are still in oper-

ation and Shuster remains an investor in each. Cannabis is his third project 

and he has built a decade of hands on experience in the cannabis industry. 

In our discussion, his expectation is IMCC will be least as successful and 

quite possibly more than the first two. Shuster strikes me as a person who is 

very careful to ensure he can over-deliver on what he says. Other people 

have told me the same thing. He is not the kind of person who will even discuss Letters of Intent 

(LOIs) or Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) because these are not certain to his way of think-

ing and, if anything, it helps the competition by telling them what he is up to. I would say when Shuster 

tells you something, you can take it to the bank. Based on my due diligence, I feel confident that Oren 

Shuster understands the IMCC business, has a clear picture of where he wants to go and how to get 

there combined with an acute awareness of his priorities in getting there. 

(c) I have the same sense about Board Chair Marc Lustig whose strength is capital 

markets and investment banking. Lustig was the founder of Origin 

House/CannaRoyalty Corp. that was sold to Cresco Labs a year ago. Lustig is 

an excellent complement to Shuster who knows much more about the opera-

tional side of business in Israel and Europe and less about the ins and outs of 

public companies. The business model of managing operations out of the nat-

ural geographical locations and having the capital markets handled in North 

America, in this case Montreal, is a paradigm I have seen work very well with other companies. It is 

an ideal symbiotic relationship. I have spoken to others who know both Shuster and Lustig and their 

comments support my conclusions. 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/IMCC.CN/
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(d) One of Shuster’s strengths along with his investment partners is the ability to find an opportunity and 

negotiate a favourable result. As we are discovering, the Canadian licensed producers lacked this 

ability in many cases and I am told the European and some of the Israeli companies are the same 

way. Moving forward, I think Shuster gives IMCC an advantage with “mergers and acquisitions” that 

may play an important role in IMCC’s long term success.  

(e) IMCC is vertically integrated to produce branded medical marijuana products in Israel for which it has 

all the requisite licenses. Aside from its facility in Israel, ICMM utilizes a lower capital cost model by 

outsourcing the growth of its strains on a highly supervised basis. These supply agreements are in 

place for Focus to acquire the cannabis necessary for contracted sales over the next three years. 

(f) I think it is also important to appreciate the position of Israel in today’s world:  

(1) Israel is located 2,200 miles (3,500 km) north of the equator. As the map shows, it is located on 

the eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea in the Levant area of the Fertile Crescent. Israel is 

bounded to the north by Lebanon, the northeast by Syria, the east by 

Jordan and the West Bank and to the southwest by Egypt. To the west 

is the Mediterranean Sea that makes up most of Israel’s coast and the 

Gaza Strip. Israel has a small border on the Red Sea to the south. 

(2) The people of Israel are among the best educated in the world hav-

ing the highest per capita number of university degrees. Israel pro-

duces more scientific papers per capita than any other country; it has 

the highest number of patents filed per capita and has more Nobel 

Prizes per capita than the U.S. 

(3) The economy is defined by the United Nations as “Very Highly Developed” and has a leaning 

toward science and technology. Israel’s high tech hub known as “Silicon Wadi” is second in im-

portance in the world to Silicon Valley. Israel ranks 5th in the world by the share of people in high-

skilled employment. 

(4) Israel has the second-largest number of start-up companies in the world after only the U.S. and 

the third-largest number of companies listed on the NASDAQ after the U.S. and China; it has the 

third highest rate of women entrepreneurs; it leads the world in patents issued for medical devices 

and attracts the most venture capital per capita in the world   

(5) Companies like Apple, Microsoft and Intel built their first overseas research and development fa-

cilities in Israel and IBM, Google, Hewlett Packard, Cisco and Facebook are among companies 

that have important R&D facilities located there. Israel is favoured 

by the world’s leading entrepreneurs, investors and industry leaders 

including Microsoft founder Bill Gates and renowned investor and 

founder of Berkshire Hathaway, Warren Buffett. The “ease of doing 

business” index published by the World Bank rates Israel as “very 

easy.” 

(6) It is a net lender nation with a Standard & Poor’s rating of AA- with 

a stable outlook and a Moody’s rating of A1 with a positive outlook. 
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2 Beck, H.E., Zimmermann, N. E., McVicar, T. R., Vergopolan, N., Berg, A., & Wood, E. F. - "Present and future Köppen-
Geiger climate classification maps at 1-km resolution".  
 

(7) As illustrated to the right2 northern Israel is rated temperate with hot and dry summers and the 

south is classified as a hot desert region. In any event. Some regions of the country offer excellent 

natural climates for growing cannabis. 

(8) Israel has an historical connection with cannabis. In the early 1960’s, Professor Raphael Mech-

oulam was a young medicinal chemist at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, Israel 

when he and colleague Dr. Yehiel Gaoni first isolated cannabidiol (CBD) as having many potential 

medical applications and ∆9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) as the principal psychoactive ingredient 

of the marijuana plant. Mechoulam is known as the Father of Cannabis Science and has played 

an instrumental role in Israel becoming a world leader in cannabis research for medical applica-

tions. 

(9) Israel probably offers one of the most attractive combinations of climate, industrial/agricultural 

infrastructure and business stability globally. 

(g) The IMCC brand is one of the best in Israel built up over a decade of helping people with a combina-

tion of superior cannabis strains matched to individual needs and tier one service.  

(h) IMCC intends to leverage its position in Israel to expand into the European Union. Because of the 

constraints due to COVID-19, their other operations except Germany have been moved to the back 

burner for the time being. The German acquisition, Adjupharm, is a business to business model and 

all the licenses and regulatory requirements are in place to sell medical marijuana products. 

(i) Revenue for the year ended December 31, 2019 was $9.1 million with a gross profit of $4.3 million. 

But what really attracted my attention was the recent announcement of binding sales contracts to 

groups of Israeli pharmacies as well as e-commerce and home delivery platforms totalling in excess 

of approximately $195 million over the next three years. Added to that were three orders from distrib-

utors in Germany. A summary of sales contracts announced recently follows below. 

(j) The contracts are described as “binding sales agreements.” IMCC believes these agreements are 

based on a mutual commitment with a buyer that undertakes to purchase a prescribed amount of 

IMCC branded product at an established price and IMCC commits to provide the product at the spec-

ified volume and prices. These contracts are not Purchase Orders but they are the next best thing. 

(k) One of agreements is for CAN $107.4 million with Super-Pharm, Israel’s largest pharmacy chain, that 

has a connection with Shopper’s Drug Mart in Canada. Murray Koffler founded Shoppers Drug Mart 

in Canada with roots going back to 1941. Murray Koffler’s son, Leon Koffler founded Super-Pharm in 

Israel in 1978. 

(l) Most recently was the announcement that IMCC’s German subsidiary, Adjupharm GmbH, has ob-

tained definitive purchase commitments for 360 kg of medical cannabis over the next year with two 

distributors in Germany and a third with another German distributor for 465 kgs. Adjupharm is fully 

licensed to import, export and distribute medical cannabis in Germany. 
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(m)The German market has some unique characteristics. One is that all medical cannabis must be dis-

tributed through pharmacies. Second, the maximum number of pharmacies that can be owned by one 

person or company is three. As a result, distributor/wholesalers have an important role to play in the 

market. This does add an additional layer in the distribution/marketing chain so the gross margin will 

likely be lower. In the case of the Israeli contracts, IMCC estimated the gross margin at 50%. For 

German contracts they have published an estimate of 40%. 

(n) The Israel based contracts total sales of $193.5 million over the next three years. Partly because 

these contracts were signed between March and May 2020, there are only seven to nine months of 

2020 left to count for the current year so the sales impact will scale up from 2020 through 2022. Also 

it seems some contracts were written to scale up.  

(o) To judge prices in Germany, the best benchmark is probably the Government to Government agree-

ment between Bedrocan of the Netherlands and the German government. The Bedrocan price of € 

5.6 (approximately CAN $8.50 at CAN $1.00 = €0.66) is the same to all wholesalers. After the 

markups from wholesaler to pharmacy to consumer, the retail price paid by the end user including 

taxes is approximately €23 per gram. IMCC’s German agreements fall within this general outline. 

(p) Perhaps the most significant recent development was a Free Export Order for medical cannabis 

signed by the Ministry of Economy. Applications to export cannabis will be accepted starting in 30 

days. This significantly increases the international market potential for the IMC brand. IMCC is one of 

eight cannabis companies operating in Israel with others waiting for approval. IMCC has said it will 

apply for an export licenses as soon as possible.  

 

IMCC’s experience has been at the early stages of new legislation in the past and they know there are many 

details to be filled in. At this time, IMCC will continue with their current approach. IMCC will pursue the 

regulatory processes and incorporate them as soon as there is a clearer picture of what is involved. 

 

IMCC enjoys another competitive advantage at the present time. I know that a license to export cannabis 

from a selling country is often easier to attain than a license to import into the buying nation. But you need 

both. IMCC’s subsidiary, Adjupharm GmbH, has the approvals necessary to import medical cannabis into 

Germany. 

Date Purchaser Location Brand Amount Term Value Avg Value Value/kg Est Gross

(kgs) (yrs) ($CAD) per year ($CAD) Margin

March 29, 2020 Oranim & Medi Plus Israel IMC 2,400          3 15,000,000$       5,000,000$       6,250$       50%

April 6, 2020 Shor Tabachnik Israel IMC 2,000          2 12,000,000$       6,000,000$       6,000$       50%

April 13, 2020 Super-Pharm Israel IMC 13,575        3 80,400,000$       26,800,000$     5,923$       50%

April 13, 2020 Panaxia Labs Israel IMC 1,000          1 5,900,000$         5,900,000$       5,900$       50%

April 14, 2020 Max Pharm Israel IMC 1,500          3 8,600,000$         2,866,667$       5,733$       50%

April 21, 2020 Pharm Yarok Israel IMC 12,600        3 71,600,000$       23,866,667$     5,683$       50%

May 7, 2020 Two distributors Germany IMC 360             1 40%

May 12, 2020 One distributor Germany IMC 465             1 40%

Super-Pharm sales escalate from 2,270 kg in 2020 to 4,980 kg in 2021 to 6,325 kg in 2022 and includes dry flower and extracts

Max Pharm is 500 kgs for one year and an option to extend for two additional years

Of the sales in Israel, 3,000 kg are expected to be recorded in 2020

The May 7, 2020 agreement is with two undisclosed distributors for three to twelve month terms with 279 kg in sales for 2020

The May 12, 2020 agreement is expected to see 190 kg in sales in 2020 and 275 in 2021
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Conclusion: I am really excited to introduce a new name to my 

rather selective list of favoured companies. A cannabis stock price 

bear market, problems unique to the cannabis industry and more 

recently the collective difficulties introduced by COVID-19 have 

made it difficult to find an attractive investment. But I think IMCC 

fits the bill because it ticks all the boxes:  

 Excellent management 

 Sufficient cash to fund operations and operating growth 

 A sound business plan 

 An excellent location with access to the European medical market, and, 

 No skeletons in the closet. 

 

At the recent price, IMCC’s market cap is a little more than one times sales over the next twelve months that 

(1) is a sales expectation that is more reliable given the nature of the binding sales agreements (2) does not 

take into account the possibility of additional sales contracts or sales (3) does not allow for the potential of 

another acquisition (4) although there are 140 million shares outstanding, I estimate that a control holding 

of over 50% can be considered closely held and unlikely to be sold anytime soon, and, (5) IMCC is not well 

known and under-owned at this stage.  

 

There is also a case to be made based on IMCC’s business and business plan based on (1) proprietary 

medical cannabis strains developed over the previous decade (2) product excellence based on these pro-

prietary genetics (3) a leading medical cannabis brand (4) established and regulatory approved supply chain 

in Germany/European Union (5) profitable operations, and (6) significant growth opportunities. 

The current price is also attractive relative to IMCC’s pre-RTO units and the last public offering which was a 

full share plus one-half a warrant for $1.05 per share. 

The chart illustrates a couple of points:  

(a) IMCC went public in a Reverse Takeover transaction on November 5, 2019 when it closed at $.63 

per share. You will find very few cannabis companies that are currently trading at a breakeven level 

from early November. 

(b) IMCC traded at a low of $.18 per share on March 23, 2020. The announcement of sales contracts 

began on March 29, 2020. Since that time, the stock has recovered nicely to the $.60 per share level. 

At this time, the stock had significant positive momentum. 

(c) Since the stock price reached this level in early May, IMCC has announced three additional sales 

contracts in Germany. In addition, Israel announced approval of cannabis exports that is of significant 

potential value to IMCC. Yet the share price appears to have stalled out. The stock rallied as high as 

$.75 per share but dropped back. 

(d) I believe there is an explanation for this and in that explanation is an opportunity. In a private stage 

financing, IM Cannabis issued warrants with an exercise price of $.50 per share. Those warrants 

expire at the end of this week. When “in-the-money” warrants near expiration, it benefits holders to 

sell them or exercise. In this case, the warrants could not be sold because they were not listed to 

trade. That leaves exercising as the alternative and in many cases warrant holders must sell shares 
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to have the cash to exercise. Even if they have the cash to exercise, the stock position in the portfolio 

is over-weighted and sold for that reason.  

I believe when the exercise date passes, the shares of IMCC will pop up in price because the selling will 

stop. As a result, I think the early part of the week will represent a very attractive buying opportunity in IMCC. 

Circumstances like this don’t come along very often. When you find one, you have to act quickly. 

 

NOTE: IMCC has warrants exercisable at $1.30 per share until October 11, 2021 listed on the Canadian 

Stock Exchange. These are well out-of-the-money but for those with a speculative bent, it might be worth 

the risk.  

 

Disclosure: I do not own IMCC and I am not being compensated for writing this article except by the pub-

lishers of the Cannabis Report Model Portfolio. 

 

In an article entitled ‘The Metamorphosis of Lexaria’ dated October 2, 2019, I interviewed Chris 

Bunka, Chief Executive Officer of Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP) in which he ex-

plained why looking at LXRP solely as a cannabis play were shortchanging their DehydraTECH™ 

technology. In an interview to discuss the recently completed $2 million equity and 

warrants financing I gained further insight into the future of LXRP. I said in a subsequent 

report, “When looking at Lexaria, the market sees caterpillars and I see butterflies,” I 

am more confident than ever the market will come around to my point of view by the 

end of the year. 

 

First, the offering that is now closed was an offering of units comprised of a share at 

U.S. $0.23 per share plus a warrant to buy one share at U.S. $0.35 per share for five 

years. LXRP issued 8,978,260 shares plus a like number of warrants to raise gross proceed of U.S. $2.0 

million from approximately two dozen placees. The proceeds are intended to be used to: 

(a) to perform and complete its recently announced human pilot study researching effectiveness of De-

hydraTECH™  technology related to enhancing the oral bioavailability of certain antiviral drugs of po-

tential use against COVID-19 or other infectious disease states 

(b) to fund the application process for a senior US exchange listing application, and, 

(c) for general working capital. 

 

Ohashi: Let me begin by congratulating you on getting this financing done. At this stage, I can think of very 

companies that would have been able to pull this off. I’m happy because I think it reflects well on you and 

John Docherty (President) and all the others working with you. The Special Equities Group of Bradley Woods 

(BWC) is not exactly a household name on my contact list. How did you meet them? 

 

Bunka: Thanks, Ted. I met them last fall on one of many trips in the U.S. to tell our story. They moved to 

the top of my list when they hopped on a airplane and came to Kelowna to visit us and makes sure we are 

for real. It took quite a bit of back and forth but we got it done. I told our people at the time that in some 25 

years, that was only the second time that had happened. So I knew they were serious. 

 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXX.CN?p=LXX.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXRP?p=LXRP&.tsrc=fin-srch
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Ohashi: Was the up-listing to a senior U.S. exchange an important part of it? 

 

Bunka: Yes. I can’t tell you how many times being listed OTC was a show-stopper for American investors. 

So I knew it was important and I mentioned it in my outlook report in early January. Now we have a clear 

path ahead of us and the money to pay for the costs involved. I’m expecting it will be done in 2020. 

 

Ohashi: And that will attract a whole new category of investors and investment bankers? 

 

Bunka: Yes. We may have already seen some of this. When it came to the up-listing discussion, two Cana-

dian investors were very nervous about it and, in the end, didn’t participate. Now it might not have been just 

for that reason. But every American investor that wrote a cheque for the offering was strongly in favour of a 

NASDAQ listing and, I would say, it was an important part of the discussion leading up to the final financing. 

 

Ohashi: I’m kind of curious about their attitude toward the Altria decision. How did the Bradley Woods group, 

if I can call them that, react to the pending decision? 

 

Bunka: Well, we were very cautious and communicated with our Canadian and U.S. lawyers in detail. We 

wanted to be sure of what to disclose and what not to disclose. We made sure to avoid selective disclosure 

issues. The bottom line to what we said was exactly what I have been telling you. I am concerned that we 

haven’t heard from Altria because I think they’ve made their decision and they have promised to give me 

their answer in writing “soon” but I don’t have it. That worries me and the longer it goes without a decision, 

the more nervous I become. But they have been very close to the vest about it. They haven’t said they are 

not going to proceed either and there has been absolutely no guidance or direction about their decision. We 

haven’t received formal notice and we don’t know what their intentions are with respect to moving forward. 

 

So it concerned one or two investors but it seemed like the others didn’t care and their thinking went along 

these lines. They asked, “How much will Altria invest if it all keeps going?” We said a total of $11 million. 

Then they asked “What if Altria doesn’t proceed?” We said they basically lose their exclusivity to use the 

technology in the United States. I’m abbreviating the discussion. Next they said, “If Altria doesn’t proceed, 

will someone else come in and take their place?” I said, it is something we work on every day. We have had 

long standing relationships in the tobacco/nicotine industry going back three years so I think there is a good 

chance we can find other interested parties. Their punch line was “We think if anyone else comes along, 

you’ll get more than $11 million. We almost hope they don’t proceed.” So for everyone except for maybe 

those one or two investors, it wasn’t a big topic of conversation and it wasn’t a show stopper. 

 

Ohashi: So are we looking at the end of the month for the 90 day deadline for an answer from Altria? 

 

Bunka: No. It seems the time line is getting drawn out. I don’t have the dates on the tip of my tongue but we 

received the final scientific document in the last ten days, I think. Let’s say it was April 15th. Then our legal 

opinion is they have 90 days from then so we might be looking at mid-July if it goes to the maximum. I can’t 

see drawing it out but I don’t know. 
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Ohashi: Although I thought the fact you were able to do this financing in the manner you did it and the up-

listing becoming an active part of the current plan were really the issues that got my heart rate going, you 

are going to proceed with lab work on DehydraTECH™ and COVID-19? 

 

Bunka: Oh yes. Absolutely. I am communicating to our Board ahead of our meeting next week that this is 

probably the most important financing in the history of LXRP. I am working on a budget that is now over 100 

lines long to make sure that certain things happen and the DehydraTECH™/COVID work is a very important 

part of that. You and I have talked about this a lot. Over the past five years, we raised a total of $11 million 

so we have operated LXRP on $2.25 million a year during that time. If we get the up-listing accomplished 

this year and we do a $5 to $10 million financing as part of that, then the next two or three years will be very 

active ones for LXRP. 

 

I think the work we have done with cannabis has been very important but as history is written, it may have 

been a learning experience. This financing is our first step toward becoming a pharmaceutical company. We 

have submitted the final documents to two leading Canadian universities to work with on the COVID side of 

things. We have verbal approval from a Canadian government agency to co-fund the work. We have already 

purchased and taken delivery of two of the anti-viral drugs we want to study. We’re ready. We’re hoping to 

get started in June and best case is we’ll have preliminary data by August. 

 

Ohashi: I remember two or three years ago when you created that graph that compared the size of the 

market for cannabis with vitamins, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) and nicotine. Cannabis 

was almost tiny compared to the others. Even before that we had talked about the day that one of these 

other areas would become more important than cannabis. That’s what’s happening. Maybe a little sooner 

than we expected but that is it. 

  

Bunka: Yes. We are going to be a pharma company specializing in infectious diseases. This is a market 

that is much larger than cannabis in total. So that is where we are headed. The revenue and profit margins 

in pharma are much better than we have seen in cannabis so far. For these reasons, we are very excited. 

We have installed some equipment to clean the air better and we are fewer people than many so we are 

able to manage social distancing at work. Starting next week, we are going to be in the office three days a 

week. This is going to be a busy place over the next six months. 

 

Ohashi: just to wrap up, I think what we’re seeing with COVID-19 is going to be a recurring situation in the 

future. Thus far it’s been once every ten years. But I think it’s going to be once every seven years. Then 

once every five years. Which is my way of saying if DehyrdraTECH™ has a role to play, it is going to be an 

active business opportunity. 

 

Bunka: I agree with you. As you can imagine we end up talking to a number of infectious disease experts 

and a growing minority of them are starting to believe coronaviruses are going to be part of the human 

experience perhaps for all of time. For example, influenza is part of our lives. It never goes away. It comes 

back regularly during what is now called ‘flu season.’ Flu shots don’t work 100% because there are so many 
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flu viruses and they also keep mutating. So COVID may become just like that. We may develop a herd 

immunity but every year people will die from COVID just like people still die from the flu.  

 

Conclusion: I said it before and I’ll say it again, “When looking at Lexaria, the market sees caterpillars and 

I see butterflies.” The next six months will be very important and 

exciting for LXRP. First, it will learn Altria’s decision with respect to 

moving forward with their joint study. I still prefer if it is positive but 

I am less concerned if it is not. LXRP will seek out another lead 

party for the nicotine side of the business. They will learn quite 

quickly what potential DehydraTECH™ might have with COVID-19. 

They will also take the necessary steps toward an up-listing and 

expect to complete it before year end. I believe all of this will result 

in a market capitalization substantially higher than the U.S. $23 million that prevails at present. 

 

Khiron Life Sciences (TSXV: KHRN) (OTCQX: KHRNF) will enjoy a significant first mover advantage 

in the medical cannabis industry in Colombia, Latin America and possibly Europe. KHRN has received 

authorization to manufacture, fill prescriptions for and sell medical cannabis products in Colombia for do-

mestic and export markets. The last of 28 regulatory steps was completed last week. This is the most sig-

nificant corporate milestone in KHRN’s already illustrious history and puts it in an exclusive position until 

someone else completes the process. As Alvaro Torres, Chief Executive Office of KHRN said the company 

has won the regulatory race in Colombia and is now prepared to execute on a well prepared distribution 

plan. 

 

I had an interview scheduled with Chris Naprawa, President of Khiron Life Sciences after the market close 

on Thursday March 19, 2020. Earlier that day, KHRN had been halted at the request of the company pending 

news. This news was released pre-opening on March 20, 

2020 so I combined the information from my interview with a 

webcast featuring Chris Naprawa and Alvaro Torres, Chief 

Executive Officer of KHRN who reported on this most signifi-

cant accomplishment. 

 

KHRN announced the attainment of the certification of its la-

boratory making it the first company authorized to manufac-

ture, fill prescriptions for and sell medical cannabis in Colombia. As KHRN has two ILANS clinics and its 

recently announced integrated medical Zerenia clinic in operation, initial sales are anticipated within a day 

or two. Colombia has some six million potential patients for medical cannabis products and at this time KHRN 

has an exclusive ability to prescribe, manufacture or sell cannabis products to meet the needs of these 

people. 

 

KHRN is also allowed to export medical cannabis products although each country has its own requirements 

to enable imports. With Peru, KHRN has applied for an import license that is expected shortly. In the United 

Kingdom, KHRN is the only Latin American provider to Project Twenty21, Europe’s largest medical cannabis 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/KHRN.V/
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/KHRNF?p=KHRNF&.tsrc=fin-srch
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study with 20,000 patients that has the support of The Royal College of Psychiatrists, The British Pain Soci-

ety, the United Patients Alliance, patients, peers and medical cannabis campaigners. Project Twenty21 will 

study the therapeutic effect of medical cannabis for the U.K. National Health Service (NHS). The goal is to 

convince UK policy makers that medical cannabis should be as widely available and affordable as other 

medicines and to build a case for NHS funding for Chronic Pain, Epilepsy, Multiple Sclerosis, Post Traumatic 

Stress Disorder, Tourette’s Syndrome, Anxiety Disorder or those dealing with substance abuse. KHRN as a 

provider will subsidize part of the cost of the medications as will U.K.’s leading independent scientific group, 

Drug Science so this is a revenue generating process. Because of the recent approval by Colombia, KHRN 

could be one of if not the first provider of medical cannabis to the study. Brazil is finalizing its regulations to 

allow the importation of medical cannabis products and KHRN is well situated to act when that process is 

completed. 

 

According to the International Monetary Fund, Colombia’s economy ranks 40th in the world, Peru is 50th, the 

United Kingdom is 6th and Brazil ranks 9th. If you look at these markets collectively, the potential for KHRN 

is enormous.  

 

Given this propitious opportunity combined with the realities created by COVID-19, KHRN is further focus-

sing its efforts on the medical cannabis sector. As a result: 

 In Uruguay, KHRN will suspend construction of cultivation assets for the time being. This makes 

sense and would not appear to hinder their entry into Brazil. 

 Wellness/CPG: with the social distancing initiatives in mind, KHRN is significantly reducing sales and 

marketing spending for Kuida® in the European and US markets for now but will continue its current 

marketing efforts in Colombia. Again, why introduce a new product when people are being encour-

aged to stay home and avoid crowded areas such as shopping malls? 

 Dixie Brands Joint Venture: In light of Dixie’s plans to merge with BR Brands, LLC, KHRN and Dixie 

have mutually agreed to terminate the joint venture that was announced on January 30, 2019. Hard 

to argue with this. 

 

"We are now in the sales execution phase of our business plan and as such it is key that we remain focused 

on those areas of our business that have the greatest revenue potential and are scalable across our ad-

dressable markets. We have taken decisive action to protect our balance sheet and focus on our core med-

ical businesses, in the most promising markets," comments Mr. Torres.  

 

I should add that KHRN has also won the cash race. None of this would be possible if it weren’t for the 

outstanding group Chris Naprawa coordinated out of Toronto with other members of the senior management 

team in Bogota in mid-2019 to ensure their war chest would be full. 

 

In the webcast, it was reported that KHRN has made purchases under its Normal Course Issuer Bid (NCIB). 

It is in the best interest of all shareholders that the strategic plan for the NCIB remains confidential. Disclo-

sure will be made as required. It was also reported that home delivery and telemedicine are a priority in 

Colombia. 
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It is also very important to note that KHRN is working closely with the Colombian government to help where 

they can with the COVID-19 pandemic. KHRN has informed officials that it will coordinate the patient flow at 

their clinics in Bogota to ensure the more serious needs of the community can be served properly in the 

hospitals. In addition, KHRN has complied with the government guidelines to enable people to work from 

home if possible. 

 

Conclusion: Khiron continues to separate itself from the crowd and I believe this might be the breakthrough 

milestone that brings investors to their senses. Using a “back of the napkin” calculation, KHRN is trading at 

around the value of cash on a balance sheet free of debt. They are positioned to make an unchallenged run 

to the forefront of the medical cannabis market in Colombia. They are in a position to increase their stran-

glehold on the Latin American market. Finally, their participation in Project Twenty21 in the United Kingdom 

is an excellent initial entry into the European market. 

 

Kimberly Hedlin, analyst at Canaccord Genuity places a value of 

$3.25 per share on KHRN that closed Friday at CDN $0.44 per 

share. That would be over a 7-bagger. I have said that just over a 

year ago Alvaro Torres described for me an “audacious” plan to 

leverage KHRN’s position in Colombia to become a force on the 

international cannabis stage. Torres’ plan doesn’t seem quite so 

audacious today. I said recently, my expectation for KHRN 

seemed quite audacious compared to a $3.25 per share price tar-

get. Maybe a year from now, I won’t seem quite so audacious either. 

 

On January 14, 2020, Chris Bunka, Chief Executive Officer of Lexaria Bioscience 

(CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: LXRP) published a corporate update in the form of a letter to 

shareholders. Given the dreadful conditions in the major markets and the downstream 

effect on the cannabis stocks, I thought this would be an appropriate time to see how 

things are going. You can read my review of Bunka’s previous comments below 

in“There’s More to Lexaria Than Meets the Eye. A Lot More.” Chris is more down to 

earth than many CEO’s so I hope you will find his straightforward comments refreshing.  

 

Ohashi: Let me start with a very general question. Give us an overview of things at Lexaria generally. 

Bunka: I think we’re like a lot of companies in the cannabis space right now – I’m good. The company is 

good. The markets are terrible and that has an effect on everything including me and the company. For 

example, with respect to the COVID – 19 virus, a month ago, I told my family, people at work and others that 

I thought this was going to knock 30% off the Dow and Toronto markets and cut back to 5% equity in my 

portfolio excluding Lexaaria shares of which I haven’t sold a share. So we do what we can under all circum-

stances. I try to be a good steward for Lexaria but we can’t escape it totally. 

Ohashi: As you say, we all know about the markets. But how is Lexaria’s business doing? If I go back to the 

letter you wrote to shareholders at yearend, for example, how are things going with Altria? 

Bunka: Right now the ball is in their court and we’re waiting for an answer. Around mid-January we submitted 

the report for Phase I of our program. We felt the findings were very positive but they have the report and 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXX.CN?p=LXX.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXRP?p=LXRP&.tsrc=fin-srch
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we’re awaiting a decision regarding Phase II. For us it’s very frustrating because they aren’t giving us any 

hints. Again, it might be the markets but it makes me edgy. They’ve had the report for around six weeks. 

They know the cannabis markets have been poor. Their $8 billion adventure with JUUL has been a headache 

I’m sure. But having said that, Altria is well within the parameters laid out in our contract. They have 90 days 

to respond after the report was in so we’re about halfway through. So the phone will ring in the next six 

weeks and we’ll know what happens next. 

Ohashi: Well let’s talk about that a bit. My recollection is that Phase I was important but there weren’t any 

show stoppers in Phase II. 

Bunka: That’s more or less correct. Phase I was the science to determine if our technology does what they 

want and Phase II is then to optimize things, that is, if we increase this 10%, what happens. So lots of testing 

to make sure we’ve refined things to provide the best results. 

Ohashi: What are the possibilities looking ahead from today? 

Bunka: Sure. 

1. Altria doesn’t proceed to Phase II. This means they lose the exclusivity to the technology in the U.S. 

but they are still licensed to use it on a non-exclusive basis in the U.S. and Europe. The royalty is set 

by contract so if they decide to use it now or in the future, we know what the royalty will be. We are 

then free to try to make a deal with someone else with respect to nicotine. 

2. Altria proceeds to Phase II. This means we will proceed as laid out in the contract or they may want 

some revisions. Phase II consists of $4 million of scientific work to optimize the technology. 

I guess what I’m saying is I don’t understand the “delay” and that makes me nervous. I’m comfortable with 

the science and always have been, I’m happy with the work we did that I think went really well. So to me 

that’s cut and dried. But the delay in the response worries me that there are outside factors. Altria’s internal 

issues that I don’t know anything about. So it has been several weeks without an answer and that gives me 

some slight reason for concern. 

Ohashi: So what are you waiting for from them?  

Bunka: I guess their internal decision making process. The work is done. The data is in. We thought their 

decision would be almost instantaneous. I mean they have 90 days so they are well within the guidelines. 

But because it isn’t what I expected and I don’t have any information bothers me. I don’t like the fact that it’s 

out of my control. What adds to it from my point of view is it’s not the scientists that make the decision. It’s a 

financial decision made by business executives. I feel good because I think they got memos from the scien-

tific people saying things went quite well but at the same time, are they getting memos from someone else 

saying there are going to be budget cuts in a way that impacts us. 

Ohashi: Yeah. But what exactly are you waiting for? Let’s proceed with Phase II? Let’s… 

Bunka: They have warrants that expire 90 days after the final report went in. Now the final report went in as 

I said in mid-January and it was 99% complete. There was one final report we were waiting for that covered 

a very minor issue. But right now we’re waiting for Altria to say they are exercising their warrants that will 

bring in $4 million to fund Phase II.   

Ohashi: In your state of the union letter, you said Lexaria had the opportunity to work with other Fortune 

500 type companies. Anything to report there? 

Bunka: We have an ongoing active relationship with one right now. We have a relationship with another one 

that is not quite as active and there is a third one that is more of a prospect. What I can tell you is the 

collective interest is not exclusively nicotine. Their interests include nicotine but other things as well. I mean 
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even here, I know the COVID pandemic is having some impact. One of these that is a much larger company 

than Altria is asking tens of thousands of employees to stay home.  

Ohashi: How is the new lab working out? 

Bunka: It’s going very well. We have a full time PhD working in the lab and coordinating with John Docherty 

in Toronto. She has done some very good work help us with our nano-emulsion applications. We got our 

license last summer and we have already made application to Health Canada to expand our activities.  

Ohashi: you mentioned nano-emulsion. Tell me a little more about that. I know you put out a press release 

on it recently. 

Bunka: Over three years ago, we got our first patent that was for the insertion of cannabinoids into tea and 

coffee. So we have had an interest in beverages right from the get go. I know that Canopy Growth and 

Constellation Brands have the ability to write big cheques in the beverage space but I can tell you there is 

not one beverage market. At the very basic level there is a wet beverage and dry beverage market. Wet 

beverage is the ready-to-drink market that comes in a bottle or a can. There is also a mix-and-serve market. 

I would say the vast majority of households in Canada start their day making coffee from dried coffee 

grounds. This market includes tea and tea bags and Kool-Aide, for example. Our ChrgD+ product is a mix-

and-serve beverage in a pouch. I would say without hesitation our technology for mix-and-serve beverages 

is at least as advanced as anyone else in the world. We have many years of research in this area and we 

continue to work to make it better. In the mix-and-serve market, we’re there and we have products in the 

marketplace and we have people looking to white label it from us. 

On the ready-to-drink, we just put out a short little note on one of our clients in the southern U.S. for whom 

we made a nano-emulsified, liquid concentrate that includes the CBD. We have shipped this to them and 

they are going into production immediately. So they are taking our emulsion that has all the benefits for the 

DehydraTECH™ technology plus the particulate reduction benefit of the nanotech so that product will be on 

the shelves within a matter of weeks. But I will add that the ready-to-drink market has lots of challenges. The 

chemistry is tricky. The age matters. The type of sugar that is used matters because sugar can promote 

bacterial growth. So the wet beverage market is very complicated and I think it will take a couple of years for 

the industry to get to the type of products that are expected today. 

Ohashi: From what I understand that’s the problem that Canopy encountered recently. Their drink was 

reacting chemically with the container. 

Bunka: We have a PhD who has been working part time with us for a couple of years in the southern U.S. 

on wet beverages.  When we first hired him, he told as that soft drink cans are coated on the inside with 

plastic because some beverages react with aluminum. He told that plastic lining reacts with certain terpenes. 

In fact, he said if the bottle were made entirely from that same plastic, the cannabinoids would react with the 

plastic and could eat through the bottle. So certain chemicals in a cannabinoid beverage can attach them-

selves to the plastic lining. I mean it’s too bad because if Canopy had called us we could have warned them 

because we knew that years ago. 

Ohashi: Is the ChrgD+ product selling? 

Bunka: Yes. I’m a little surprised at how well people have adopted it. Something we need to do is learn how 

to get broad distribution of ChrgD+ and TurboCBD™ products. We have done a poor job of it. If we did get 

improved distribution, sales of these products would increase substantially. It’s something on our to-do list 

for 2020. We haven’t done it yet but we know it has to be done. 

Ohashi: Are you starting to see some benefit from the Cannabis 2.0 rollout? Edibles in Canada. 
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Bunka: Not yet. But it is early days. I mean we are seeing large write-downs of cannabis inventories recently 

and this makes people more cautious. At this point, they would rather have less supply of edibles and strug-

gle to meet demand than be the other way around just because of what they are experiencing with flower 

and oil. So it’s moving very slowly and as a result, Lexaria hasn’t felt much benefit from it yet. 

Ohashi: I notice that you are talking about converting flower and oil into powder to extend the “best before” 

date for inventory. Is this an area that you think has potential for you? 

Bunka: I think the potential is certainly there. I mean depending on extraction methods and storage, oil has 

a shelf life between, say, eight and eighteen months. With our powders, we already have full lab data show-

ing stability at two years and even three years. So if I had inventories of flower or oils and could extend my 

best before date by double or triple at a cost of ½ of 1%, I would. I would look on it as a cost of business. I 

think that’s just a responsible business decision to protect a most valuable asset. As the cannabis companies 

mature and start to look for ways to protect or extend the economic life of their inventories, I expect some of 

them will begin to look at our technologies and apply them in this way.  

Ohashi: If you convert an oil to a powder and back again do you end up with the same thing? 

Bunka: Generally speaking you do. There are some exceptions to that so it isn’t a universal “yes” but we do 

preserve the active ingredients and the potency of the THC or CBD and inhibit microbial growth. These are 

by far the two most important considerations. That’s what our process does so I think it’s a no-brainer. 

Ohashi: Revenue and cash are very important discussion points these days. You were reasonably optimistic 

about revenue. Is that coming along? 

Bunka: We have clients on our list that have issues that are delaying them. The cold brewed coffee company 

is proceeding. Our contract with CannaDips is important to us because they already have strong distribution. 

I don’t know how many legal dispensaries there are in Canada right now but it’s probably less than one 

thousand. CannaDips is already in several thousand outlets and their looking to be in three to five times as 

many stores within a year. Our logo is on every can. So it’s the first time our name really gets out there. If 

they meet their goals, we will be fine. If we get new customers, that is on top of everything. We are a B2B 

so we need our customers to do well if we are to do well. 

Ohashi: Finally going back to your yearend letter, you discussed up-listing to the NASDAQ or NYSE-Amex. 

Is that still in play? 

Bunka: Our senior exchange strategy is something we expect and want. I think the up-listing to a National 

Exchange is the key to expanding our presence in the U.S. market. This is something we will be working on 

in 2020 and at the appropriate time we will be asking for shareholder approval to proceed. As we sit here 

today, there are areas we have to work on to qualify for NASDAQ, for example. But there are many different 

ways to get listed on NASDAQ or NYSE-Amex that include a stock price between $2.00 and $5.00 per share, 

a minimum amount of cash in your bank accounts, a certain level of shareholder’s equity and number of 

shareholders. We meet some requirements but not all. But you can time certain events to happen coincident 

with listing. I think this is important if we are going to reach that next level of capital and investment banking. 

So it is still very important to us. 

Ohashi: Watching your stock as closely as I do, since Xmas I have noticed a tendency for LXRP to move 

sharply up and then sharply down quite apart from the moves in the overall market. Do you know of any 

reason for this? 

Bunka: No I don’t. But as we’re talking I’ve just pulled up our chart and I see what you mean. After my 

yearend message, the stock was quite strong. I didn’t expect that but the market seemed to like it. Again, as 
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you said a few weeks ago we had another sharp move up. Like in February we were at CAN $.67 and ten 

days later we were at CAN $.40 per share. Nothing happened with the company to account for such a 

change. Then a week later we went back to CAN $.60 per share, up almost 50%. There was nothing funda-

mental to account for such moves. Perhaps at some point investors were thinking Altria’s going ahead and 

the stock moved up and when that didn’t happen other investors thought Altria’s not going ahead and the 

stock went back down again. I really don’t have an answer. 

Ohashi: To wrap up, things remain positive. Altria you are waiting on while other aspects of the business 

move forward. In talking to investors, is it your sense that the market expects Altria to go ahead? That’s my 

expectation. 

Bunka: that’s an interesting question. I guess I would have to say my gut tells me that the market does not 

believe Alria is going ahead because if they are, I think Lexaria’s valuation is way beyond ridiculous. For that 

reason I think a negative decision from Altria is more priced into the market than a positive decision. Of 

course I hope Altria goes forward but they are not the only ones. If Altria does say no, they lose their exclu-

sivity to the U.S. market. They would have a non-exclusive license to use DehydraTECH™ everywhere and 

have agreed in writing what the royalty will be. So sticking with my original thought, I think a “no” is already 

priced into the market or pretty close and a “yes” will be positive and the market will move accordingly. 

Ohashi: Let’s be clear. Are you saying Altria could still go ahead without paying for additional research? 

Bunka: Absolutely. In my opinion, the work we did in Phase I was very positive and it answered questions 

not just the questions from the first phase but also some questions of the second and third phase. So I’m 

just saying the license is in place, the royalty is set, they know the science as well as we do. So if they have 

a funding constraint that I don’t anything about, they could choose to simply proceed from here. But I don’t 

know so my guess isn’t any better or worse than anyone else’s.  

Ohashi: Just to summarize, Phase I required a payment of $1 million to Lexaria to conduct some research 

and Altria also did work they paid for on their side. Phase II is another $4 million out of a total of $12 million. 

As I recall, Phase I was mission critical but Phase II doesn’t really have any show stoppers in it. Is that 

basically correct? 

Bunka: That’s exactly correct. Let me explain it this way in very simplified terms, of course. Let’s say you 

have a have a favorite recipe to bake a cake. Then Phase II is equivalent of testing between 100 and 150 

different recipes for that cake. A little more salt and a little less salt. A little more sugar and a little less sugar. 

And noting what happens to the cake. So it’s a little tedious but it doesn’t mean the recipe is no good. It just 

means we want the best recipe to take to market.  

Conclusion: The key to Lexaria in the short term remains the agreement with Altria. Although Bunka is 

clearly satisifed with the scientific findings from the Phase I work, he did express some doubts regarding 

Altria’s pending decision to proceed to Phase II. If we assume the technology is so 

und, there are other reasons to believe Altria might be hesitant. First, their $12.8 billion purchase of 35% of 

JUUL Labs has turned into a major fiasco. Second, the COVID Correction has driven the NYSE into a bear 

market in a relatively short period of time. On the other hand, Lexaria’s DehydraTECH™ technology seems 

an ideal fit with Altria’s drive to a safer and faster delivery of nicotine and $4 million should be a relatively 

small amount of money to a Fortune 500 company. In any event, it appears Altria is contractually obligated 

to decide in the next six weeks or so. The most important factor is the science continues to support the 

efficacy of LXRP’s DehydraTECH™ technology. 
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February 28, 2020: Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corp. (CSE: CGOC) Management Has It All Wrong 

Part 2 

It’s Looking Even Worse 

 

Since my last review of CGOC in Let’s Toke Business newsletter February 14, 2020, my assessment 

has become potentially much worse. Earlier I said “Management Has It All Wrong” but what I have to 

report now is far more serious and may find CEO Sean Conacher in contravention of securities regulations 

again and others drawn in with him. In my previous assessment, I said it appeared: 

(a) The recently announced investments in Grown Rogue International (CSE: GRIN), Bhang Inc. (CSE: 

BHNG) and Core One (CSE: COOL) included a share swap clause that seemed to be nothing more 

than CGOC management attempting to secure a control block of stock. The CGOC shares received 

by these three companies carried the requirement to vote as instructed by CGOC management. For 

more details on these investments, please read the article on my Seeking Alpha blog site (here). 

(b) I said it appeared that these three investments into public companies were decided by Conacher who 

is not a portfolio manager under the applicable securities regulations. In fact, I noted in my search for 

his credentials, I discovered the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) had 

fined Conacher $15,000, suspended him for three months and Conacher agreed to pay $2,000 in 

costs on April 6, 2018 as he “…admitted that he executed trades that did not comply with applicable 

regulatory requirements.” IIROC is “…the national self-regulatory organization which oversees all in-

vestment dealers and trading activity on debt and equity markets in Canada….” The report noted “Mr. 

Conacher is no longer a registrant with an IIROC-regulated firm.”  

(c) Next I pointed out that as CEO and director of CGOC, Conacher is also the founder and CEO of 

Global Cannabis Innovators, the largest private company in CGOC’s private company portfolio based 

on the most recent financial report. In my opinion, for Conacher to be the founder and CEO of the 

largest private company investment of CGOC of which he is also a director and CEO is a conflict of 

interest of the highest order. I must add I am now in possession of information that suggests Conacher 

may have been directly involved in creating this conflict but more on this later. In any case, it may be 

CGOC knew this conflict might be an issue because it was not disclosed in the CGOC Press Release 

announcing Conacher’s appointment.  

 

As I said in my most recent report on CGOC, in a closed end investment fund, the stock market determines 

at what price CGOC’s public shares trade relative to Net Asset Value (NAV). As a rule, a closed end invest-

ment fund will trade below NAV or at a discount. The “normal” discount for a closed end investment fund is 

generally in the range of 10% to 20%. There are those rare cases when investors think so highly of man-

agement, they will pay a premium to NAV but that doesn’t happen often. As a general rule, however, the 

greater the discount to NAV, the worse the stock market’s perception of management. Using the current 

CGOC stock price ($0.49 per share) and the most recent NAV per share ($2.46 per share as of January 15, 

2020), the discount is in excess of 80%. This calculation may be too harsh as an NAV as of February 15, 

2020 should be published at any time but any change will probably be inconsequential. This is a failing 

grade. Whether it’s an F+ or F- doesn’t really change the conclusion. 

 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/CGOC.CN?p=CGOC.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://seekingalpha.com/instablog/9721001-ted-ohashi/5411370-cannabis-growth-opportunity-corp-cgoc-management-all-wrong
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New troubling information on CGOC and management: To start with, let me say one advantage of pub-

lishing the Let’s Toke Business investment letter is readers and observers often provide me with information 

and/or leads. In a quasi-investigative piece such as this, my role is equal parts reporter and financial analyst. 

As a result, my source(s) are important and I treat them as confidential. Having said that, almost everything 

I am about to bring to your attention is public information readily available from the Internet or official gov-

ernment sources. In order to assist the reader keep the two separate, my personal opinions are presented 

in blue italics. 

A. October 30, 2017: Sean Conacher is the founder of Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corporation 

(CSE: CGOC). On this date, Form 1, Articles of Incorporation for CGOC were submitted to Innovation, 

Science and Economic Development Canada. The Incorporator’s Declaration is signed on behalf of 

Scarlet Fire Partners Corp. by Sean Conacher. According to Form 2, the initial registered office of 

CGOC is 240 Richmond Street West-Suite 4163, Toronto, Ontario, M5V 1V6 which is still the corpo-

rate address. The first director of CGOC was Sean Conacher of 334 North Shore Drive, Tiny, ON 

L9M 0T8, Canada. This suggests the whole idea of CGOC was initiated and planned by Conacher. 

In other words, we will see that he was probably a puppeteer hiding behind the scenery pulling all the 

strings. This may be the principal reason Conacher identifies himself as the founder of Global Can-

nabis Innovators but not as the founder of CGOC. He didn’t want people to know.  

B. What is Scarlet Fire Partners Corp.? It was numbered company 10379255 CANADA CORP. from 

August 24, 2017 to September 27, 2017 at which time its name was changed to Scarlet Fire Partners. 

The Registered Office address of Scarlet Fire Partners is 240 Richmond Street West, Suite 4163, 

Toronto, ON M5V 1V6. The director of Scarlet Fire Partners is Corp. is Sean Conacher of 334 North 

Shore Drive, Tiny, ON L9M 0T8, Canada. In case there should be any doubt, Conacher is the sole 

director of Scarlet Fire Partners located at the same address he used for CGOC when he founded it. 

While I am not a lawyer, I think this means Scarlet Fire Partners Corp. and Sean Conacher are one 

and the same in a legal sense. 

C. October 31, 2017: CGOC Management Corp. is incorporated. Its registered office is 240 Richmond 

Street West, c/o Scarlet Fire Investment, Toronto ON M5V 1V6. The founding director of CGOC Man-

agement is Paul Andersen of 19 Southlea Ave, Toronto ON M4G 3L9. He is the Managing Partner of 

Forbes Andersen LLP, Chartered Professional Accountants. This establishes that Conacher and An-

dersen were known to each other and doing business together. It may even mean Andersen was a 

co-founder of CGOC as he later becomes the Chief Financial Officer and a Director of CGOC and 

CGOC Management becomes the company that charges CGOC for the services of the executives. 

The CFO position is very important in a small public company because that person is responsible for 

most of the financial matters related to CGOC. Again I doubt it was a fluke that this company was 

founded the day after Conacher founded CGOC and it became the company that charged CGOC for 

services rendered. I think it is fair to conclude this was all well planned before going public by Cona-

cher and perhaps Andersen as well.  

D. November 27, 2017 and January 16, 2018: CGOC files a preliminary prospectus and subse-

quently a final prospectus on its way to going public. Highlights include: 

1. No person owns or controls 10% or more of CGOC. 

2. Officers and Directors are: 

i. Jamie Blundell: Director, President, CEO 
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ii. Paul Andersen: Director, CFO 

iii. Bruce Campbell: the founder of StoneCastle Investment Management is the Chief Investment 

Officer (CIO) of CGOC. 

iv. Four independent directors including Brayden Sutton 

v. It is worth noting that Sean Conacher who founded CGOC is nowhere to be found in the pro-

spectus.  

Reading a 50-page “short form” prospectus is the best cure I know for insomnia. So I may have inadvertently 

missed something. Clearly, however, Paul Andersen was a close business associate of Conacher and it has 

subsequently come to my attention that Jamie Blundell likely was as well. From what I have been able to 

learn, Bruce Campbell was not although he was brought in at an early stage as a prospect portfolio manager 

and CIO. I do not believe Brayden Sutton was either. While I cannot speak for the other three independent 

directors, I think it is clear that Conacher had placed Blundell and Andersen in their positions as they were 

“friendly” to him. But for some strange reason, Conacher was totally “invisible” in the official documents as 

CGOC was going public. 

 

I can think of two possible reasons Conacher stayed under the radar during this time and I will discuss these 

as they arise in the timeline. 

E. Other noteworthy points from the prospectus:   

i. CGOC was established and marketed to the public as a closed end investment fund. In the 

offering prospectus, under Description of the Business, it says, “The Corporation is an invest-

ment company which was incorporated under the laws of Canada on October 29, 2017. The 

Corporation’s investment objectives are to provide holders of Common Shares…long-term to-

tal return through capital appreciation by investing in an actively managed portfolio…of secu-

rities of public and private companies operating in, or that derive a significant portion of their 

revenue or earnings from, products or services related to the cannabis industry.” In other 

words, “if it looks like a duck, swims like a duck and quacks like a duck – it’s a duck.” The 

nature of the business could not be clearer. CGOC is an “investment company,” the investment 

objectives are “…to provide…long-tern total return through capital appreciation by investing in 

an actively managed portfolio…of securities of public and private companies…related to the 

cannabis industry.”  

ii. The prospectus also says, “The Investment Manager will be responsible for all investment 

decisions for the Public Portfolio.” This is an important point. In my earlier report, I said, “Bruce 

Campbell is the founder of StoneCastle Investment Management, he is a Chartered Financial 

Analyst (CFA), he is now and has for many years been a professional portfolio manager, is a 

past President of the Okanagan CFA society and is a leading analyst and portfolio manager 

with acknowledged expertise in the cannabis stocks. Campbell is a regular on BNN. In other 

words, Bruce Campbell is exceptionally well qualified to manage CGOC’s public company port-

folio.” This is a critical point. To operate in the regulatory framework in Canada, you have to 

be licensed as a portfolio manager to exercise discretionary investment decision making over 

portfolios. Campbell is a qualified portfolio manager. To the best of my knowledge, Conacher 

is not. 

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/CFA
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iii. The prospectus also says, “The Corporation will be responsible for all investment decisions for 

the Private Portfolio with Bruce Campbell, the Corporation’s Chief Investment Officer, being 

principally responsible for the investment management of the Private Portfolio.” Again, this is 

very important. I take this to mean the prospectus is saying that over and above Campbell’s 

responsibility as a duly licensed portfolio manager, as the Chief Investment Officer, he is also 

responsible for the management of the portfolio of private companies. 

 

I think it is clear that CGOC was the brainchild of Sean Conacher and, perhaps Paul Andersen and he 

established, marketed and operated as a closed-end investment company. Yet for some reason, he wanted 

a low profile in the going public process so it looks like he plugged in some people who will be loyal to what 

he wants. 

 

F. January 26, 2018 – Initial Public Offering (IPO) of 15,513,250 units made up of one share at 

$2.50 and one share purchase warrant exercisable at $2.50 per share for two years raises 

gross proceeds of $38.8 million and the shares are listed for trading on the Canadian Stock 

Exchange. This was approximately half of the $75 million they targeted to raise.  

G. Spring 2018 – one of the first investments that CGOC makes is into private company Global 

Cannabis Innovators (GCI) of which Sean Conacher is the founder and CEO and probably ma-

jor shareholder. But Conacher has still not disclosed his role as founder of CGOC that I have 

been able to find. According to subsequent documents, including the September 17, 2019 prospec-

tus, the investment in Conacher’s company is significantly larger than any other private company 

investment - between 50% and 12,000% larger than any other private company in the portfolio. Here 

is the first reason I can think of to explain why Conacher might have kept his head down and out of 

sight in the going public documents. If he had been a Director and CEO of CGOC and one of the first 

and largest private company investments was into CGI, a company that he is also a Director, Presi-

dent and CEO, the conflict of interest would have been immediately apparent. But let’s put on our 

thinking caps and speculate a little bit. Let’s assume Conacher couldn’t finance CGI directly. In that 

case, why not set up CGOC, plug in your people in key decision making positions and get your in-

vestment capital that way? This may not be the only explanation for Conacher’s behaviour but it is 

the one that leaps to my mind and it is certainly compelling. But read on. There’s more. 

H. April 6, 2018 – The Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) issued an 

Enforcement Notice against Sean Conacher resulting in a $15,000 fine, a three month suspen-

sion and payment of $2,000 in costs. In the Enforcement Notice, IIROC noted Conacher “…admit-

ted that he executed trades that did not comply with applicable regulatory requirements.” IIROC is 

“…the national self-regulatory organization which oversees all investment dealers and trading activity 

on debt and equity markets in Canada….” The report noted “Mr. Conacher is no longer a registrant 

with an IIROC-regulated firm.” Sometimes in cases like this the research time line flows backward. In 

discovering Conacher had been fined and suspended by the regulator, I discovered he was notified 

that IIROC had been investigating him on October 2, 2017 and there had been a hearing scheduled 

for November 17, 2017 to consider a Statement of Allegations dated September 29, 2017. Here we 

have a second reason for Conacher to lay low during the CGOC going public period. Conacher knew 

he was being investigated and the notifications and timeline are a matter of public record. If this came 
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to light while CGOC was going public and he was a Director, the President and founder of CGOC, 

the offering, that reached only around 50% of expectations in any case, might have died on the spot. 

So at this critical time with a serious allegations already made against him by the investment industry 

regulator that would ultimately lead to him being fined and suspended, Conacher had to remain out 

of sight.  

I. May 1, 2018 – Sean Conacher becomes the director of Homeblown Glassworks that was incor-

porated in 1995 with its registered office at 2200 HSBC Building, 885 West Georgia, Vancouver B.C. 

V6C 3E8. On May 1, 2018 there was a change in Director to Sean Conacher of 240 Richmond Street 

West, Suite 4163, Toronto, ON M5V 1V6 who replaced Wesley Kuitenbrouwer of 1113 Union Street, 

Vancouver, British Columbia, V6A 2C7. Hold that thought!  

J. August 8, 2018 – Global Cannabis Innovators (GCI) acquires Homeblown Glassworks Inc. Or-

dinarily, this would be a conventional transaction. In my opinion, what is unusual in this case is Con-

acher as founder and CEO of GCI became the only director of Homeblown three months before his 

company (GCI) acquired it; shortly after his company (GCI) was financed by CGOC. This raises a 

critical question: did Conacher acquire a company in which he had a financial interest and was a 

director (Homeblown) using a public company that he is the founder and CEO in which I suspect he 

most likely has a financial interest (GCI) that had recently been funded by a public company that he 

was actively involved in creating (CGOC)?  

K. September 3, 2019 – Sean Conacher is appointed CEO and Director of CGOC to replace Jamie 

Blundell. The Press Release to announce his appointment says: 

i. Conacher is appointed “…to act as Chief Executive Officer…effective immediately.” I 

find this language confusing. As Conacher signs future Press Releases as ‘Chief Executive 

Officer of CGOC,’ I believe this means he is not the “acting Chief Executive Officer.” On the 

other hand, if he is “acting” as CGOC’s CEO as the Press Release says, Conacher will not get 

my vote for an Oscar.   

ii. When CGOC discloses Conacher is CEO and founder of GCI Corporation, they do not disclose 

GCI is CGOC’s largest private company investment or even an investment in the private com-

pany section of their portfolio. 

iii. When CGOC describes Conacher’s qualifications, part of the description is Conacher has “…a 

demonstrated history of working in the financial services and marketing sectors.” I take this to 

mean an adjective such as “successful” or “distinguished” wasn’t justified. I guess that means 

he had a job(s) and worked in these industries.  

iv. Finally and most importantly it is not disclosed that the final component of the ‘…demonstrated 

history of working…’ was being fined and suspended by IIROC. 

It seems to me that holding the position of CEO of CGOC and CEO of its largest private investment should 

have disqualifed Sean Conacher from the CGOC position. It is too much of a conflict of interest. I think that 

given his comparatively scant qualifications for the job, it isn’t worth taking the chance that the conflict of 

interest might tempt him to go astray. In my opinion, since hiring the CEO is the job of the Board of Directors, 

should anything unexpected and negative happen that is directly related to the undisclosed matter of Sean 

Conacher’s IIROC fine and suspension and any other matters that might come to light subsequently, Gary 

Yeoman, Chair of the CGOC Board might find himself as collateral damage.  
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L. September 17, 2018 – CGOC announces a prospectus offering of units made up of a share 

priced in the context of the market and a warrant exercisable at $2.50 per share to expire on 

January 26, 2020. This offering was even less successful than their Initial Public Offering as it was a 

total failure and no funds were raised. In a case such as this, when the board hires a new CEO, it is 

reasonable for shareholders to expect that person brings an ability to raise money. In this case, in-

vestor response was exactly the opposite as it triggered a minor, shareholder revolt. With the shares 

having dropped to 50%+ discount from NAV, a discount that would be an improvement from today’s 

levels, shareholders told management they would not support the offering. As a result, it didn’t pro-

ceed. I am sure those shareholders are furious at Conacher for recently issuing shares at $.635 per 

share. It’s no wonder to me that in the months following management’s embarkation on this destruc-

tive path, the discount expanded even further to the financial loss of all shareholders. I expected 

someone in management would see the light and force Conacher onto the right path. But it hasn’t 

happened. 

M. January 26, 2020 - The warrants expired unexercised on January 26, 2020. There isn’t much I 

need to add here. If the warrants could have been exercised, it might have resolved all of these 

subsequent problems. The company would have had an infusion of cash at a much lower discount 

than now exists and shareholders would have been better off financially. In hindsight, of course, this 

would have been difficult given the decline in cannabis stocks generally but if you consistently do the 

right thing, you will be better off in the long run. What concerns me is Conacher seems to have a 

stubborn streak and insists on doing the wrong thing so unless something changes, I believe CGOC’s 

chances for success are less and the risk exposure is more. 

N. February 10, 2020 – CGOC announces investments in Grown Rogue International (CSE: GRIN), 

Bhang Inc. (CSE: BHNG) and Core One Labs (CSE: COOL). I see a couple of major potential 

problems here that immediately attracted my attention.  

i. First, each of these investments included a share swap that amounted to CGOC issuing $2 

million worth of shares at $0.635 per share in return for shares of the investee companies. The 

investee companies are required to vote as instructed by CGOC management. It seems to me 

the only reason for this share swap that makes any sense is that CGOC wanted the votes to 

protect itself from being voted out of office by angry and disillusioned shareholders. 

ii. Second, because I am a former portfolio manager and a Chartered Financial Analyst now in-

active and I know Bruce Campbell is a portfolio manager and a CFA and I do not believe he 

would approve such investments for the public company portfolio. If that is correct and it was 

Sean Conacher who made these investment decisions and in his position as CEO he forced 

them through, then I believe he is holding himself out to be a licensed portfolio manager and 

is operating as if he is. In other words, Concacher might be using the CGOC structure that he 

appears to have designed put in place to fulfill the functions of a portfolio manager without the 

necessary qualifications. This would be a far greater regulatory transgression than his former 

one for which he was fined and suspended. I believe this needs to be reviewed by the regula-

tory bodies involved.  

O. February 28, 2020 – My greatest concern at this time that I have not yet addressed is the valuation 

of the private companies that is applied when CGOC publishes its Net Asset Value. The public com-

panies are easy to value. They can simply be marked to market. That is what mutual funds do. The 
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CGOC quarterly report for the third quarter ended July 31, 2019 says with respect to the valuation of 

private companies, “Significant judgments made when applying accounting policies are as follows: i) 

Fair value of investments not quoted in an active market or investments in private companies. Where 

the fair values of investments cannot be derived from active markets, the Corporation uses valuation 

models to determine fair value. Where possible, the Corporation uses inputs derived from observable 

market data for the models. Where observable market data is not available, the Corporation uses 

judgment to establish fair value.” In my judgement, CGOC’s valuation of the private holdings is prob-

ably overstated by a significant margin. Since July 31, 2019 to February 28, 2020, The Marijuana 

Index, Canadian Index that measures the price performance of publicly traded cannabis companies 

operating in Canada on a daily basis, has declined 63.5%. Second, as a general rule private compa-

nies in a new and emerging industry such as cannabis tend to be smaller, riskier and less liquid than 

public companies. As a result, their valuations should be even lower and more volatile. Next, quarterly 

reports are not audited but they are prepared by a company’s internal or contracted accountant and 

normally issued over the signature of the Chief Financial Officer and carries with it the implied ap-

proval of the Board of Directors. CGOC’s yearend was October 31, 2019 and these financial state-

ments will be audited. In the valuation of private companies, I do not believe Paul Andersen, the Chief 

Financial Officer, has taken into account the significant declines in the widely used share price in-

dexes and the decline in public company valuations they record. I expect the onus is also on the 

auditor to present an independent view of the private company valuations that is closer to a fair value. 

I think this means the valuation of the private companies will be lower and perhaps significantly lower. 

As above, it will require some investigation to determine exactly what happened. The year end is 

October but CGOC has issued Net Asset Value estimates since then. If the private company valua-

tions are too high, when did management know? Once again, depending on the answer to questions 

such as these, the issues at CGOC might be much greater than the contravention of securities regu-

lations. 

Conclusion: the shame of it is that CGOC would be an attractive investment if Sean Conacher had a shred 

of credibility with investors. However, I doubt that he can develop this based on his most recent investments. 

Given his non-transparency with respect to being the founder of 

CGOC and most likely laying low because of decision from the 

regulator that would ultimately result in a fine and suspension 

while apparently pulling the strings behind the scenes that I be-

lieve resulted in the largest private company investment by 

CGOC being made in the company that Conacher also founded 

and runs, I doubt he can earn back the investor trust required. In 

addition, it is probably worth asking the regulator to decide if Con-

acher has set up CGOC so he can discretionarily manage a portfolio of securities by circumventing the 

regulatory requirements to be registered as a portfolio manager. My major concern at this time is that the 

private companies in the portfolio are significantly overvalued. The prospectus allows substantial leeway in 

making the valuations but if I am correct, the discrepancy might be outside reasonable bounds. In any case, 

if Conacher can be removed by either a decision by the regulator or a vote by dissident shareholders, I 

believe CGOC has the opportunity to be highly successful. I understand there have been approaches made 

on both fronts, regulators and shareholders and given the depressed level of CGOC shares in the context 
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of a depressed cannabis stock market overall, at current prices I think it is worth waiting to see how it all 

works out. 

 

February 14, 2020: Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corporation (CSE: CGOC) and Chief Executive Of-

ficer Sean Conacher have it all wrong. If you don’t believe me, the stock market can be a brutally honest 

adjudicator. 

 

In the case of a closed-end investment fund like CGOC, share-

holders express their satisfaction or dissatisfaction by the discount 

to Net Asset Value (NAV) at which the shares trade. With the oc-

casional well-managed operations, a closed-end investment fund 

has been known to trade at a premium. But there is the other end 

of the scale. The higher the discount, the dimmer the collective 

shareholder’s view of management’s abilities. Sean Conacher’s 

appointment was announced on September 3, 2019. As of August 

15, 2019, the discount to NAV was 45.9% and as of January 15, 2019, the discount had expanded to 73.6%. 

In the stock market, this is a failing grade, in my opinion, the equivalent of an “E-“. If that is Sean Conacher’s 

report card, he is failing the course. 

From March through August 2019, I was engaged by the previous management of CGOC to advise them 

on ways to reduce the discount of market price to NAV. My recommendations to them included: 

 Reduce the amount of assets allocated to private companies. 

 Increase the amount of assets allocated to public companies. 

 Consider a Normal Course Issuer Bid (NCIB) that would have the effect of purchasing CGOC shares 

at a discount and retiring them. This would benefit all existing shareholders immediately. 

 Do not issue (sell) CGOC shares at a discount to NAV. This would be extremely dilutive and be 

detrimental to all existing shareholders instantly. 

After my formal consulting-type arrangement with CGOC ended, I have participated in conference calls in 

which interested parties attempted to advise Conacher that he was following an ill-conceived plan that would 

not reduce the discount to NAV and might increase the discount. In addition to making the points I mentioned 

above, other issues such as offering a limited, regular redemption opportunity was suggested and what 

seemed to be very high expense ratios were questioned. I believe management’s failure to follow this advice 

has contributed substantially to the drastic increase in the discount to NAV at which the shares trade. 

The recent announcement from CGOC of their intention to make additional investments reinforces the criti-

cisms I have listed above. First the details of CGOC’s latest round of activity: 

1. Investment in Grown Rogue International (CSE: GRIN): Commitment to invest up to $1.5 million 

by a non-brokered private placement into units of GRIN comprised of one common share and one 

common share purchase warrant. Each warrant entitles the holder to purchase one common share 

for 24 months at a premium of 25% above the unit price. CGOC invested CDN$500,000 in GRIN on 

February 10, 2020 for a total of 5,000,000 GRIN units at CDN$0.10 per unit. The Company expects 

to complete the remaining investment, of up to CDN$1,000,000, in two additional tranches of 

CDN$500,000 each expected within the next 30 days at an expected price of CDN$0.10 per unit upon 

GRIN satisfying certain conditions with respect to expansion plans into Michigan. In addition, CGOC 

https://www.google.com/search?q=stock+quote%2C+cgoc&rlz=1C1NHXL_enCA758CA758&oq=stock+quote%2C+cgoc&aqs=chrome..69i57.5293j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/NAV
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/GRIN
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and GRIN will exchange approximately CDN$1,500,000 worth of shares with GRIN having received 

2,362,204 shares of CGOC at a deemed price of CDN$0.635 per share and CGOC having received 

back 15,000,000 shares of GRIN at a deemed price of CDN$0.10 per share. CGOC and GRIN will 

be required to vote such common shares as recommended by the other party and will be restricted 

from trading such common shares for a period of 18 months. 

2. Investment in Bhang Inc. (CSE: BHNG): Commitment to invest up to CDN$1.5 million by a non-

brokered private placement into units of BHNG comprised of one common share and one common 

share purchase warrant. Each warrant entitles the holder to purchase one common share for 24 

months at a premium of 25% above the unit price. CGOC invested CDN$500,000 in BHNG and pur-

chased a total of 3,571,428 Bhang Units at a price of approximately CDN$0.14 per unit and expects 

to complete the remaining investment of up to CDN$1,000,000 in two additional tranches of 

CDN$500,000 each expected within the next 30 days, at a price per unit to be determined based on 

the 20-day volume weighted average price of BHNG upon Bhang satisfying certain conditions of the 

Company with respect to milestone events. In addition, CGOC and BHNG have entered agreements 

to exchange approximately CDN$2,000,000 worth of each other's common shares whereby BHNG 

received a total of 3,149,606 common shares of CGOC at a deemed price of CDN$0.635 per share 

and CGOC received a total of 14,285,714 common shares of BHNG at a deemed price of CDN$0.14 

per share. CGOC and Bhang have signed a voting and resale agreement providing that each party 

will be required to vote such common shares acquired under the share-swap as recommended by 

the other party and will be restricted from trading such common shares for a period of 18 months. 

3. Investment in Core One (CSE: COOL). Commitment to advance up to CDN$1.5 million through a 

convertible loan facility. The COOL Loan Limit to be advanced in three equal tranches of 

CDN$500,000 with the first tranche to be released upon execution of the definitive agreements and 

each subsequent tranche to be released upon completion of mutually agreed operational milestones. 

The COOL Loan shall mature on December 31, 2022 and bear interest at 12% per annum due on 

maturity. The COOL loan shall be secured by a general security agreement covering all of COOL's 

personal property upon CGOC advancing the total principal amount of the loan limit. Upon entry of 

the COOL loan, CGOC shall receive 1.5 million common share purchase warrants in the capital of 

COOL that vest in three equal tranches upon each of the three advances under the COOL loan. The 

warrants shall be exercisable until December 31, 2022, at a price of CDN$0.60 per share. The prin-

cipal amount and any accrued and unpaid interest under the COOL loan shall be convertible at the 

option of CGOC into common shares of COOL at any time prior at a price of $0.40 per share. In 

addition, CGOC and COOL have also agreed to enter into agreements to exchange approximately 

CDN$2,000,000 worth of each other's common shares whereby COOL shall receive a total of 

3,149,606 common shares of CGOC at a deemed price of CDN$0.635 per share and CGOC shall 

receive a total of 5,333,333 common shares of COOL at a deemed price of CDN$0.375 per share. 

CGOC and COOL will also sign an agreement providing each party will be required to vote such 

common shares acquired under the share-swap as recommended by the other party and will be re-

stricted from trading such common shares for a period of 18 months. 

Here are some of the problems I have with these transactions: 

1. I believe Bruce Campbell is the Chief Investment Officer of CGOC and is responsible for managing 

the public company portfolio. This has been the case in any and all representations made to me about 
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CGOC and its operations and on the website. These transactions do not appear to have been initiated 

or made by Campbell because, if they were, I doubt there would be a need for any Press Releases. 

They would be simple investments made in the portfolio of public companies. In addition, in the an-

nouncement it was Conacher who extolled the potential of the investments. If Campbell had made 

them, I think he would have expressed his opinion in the Press Release. 

2. If I am correct and Campbell did not initiate these investments, the only other person at CGOC who 

might have made them is CEO Sean Conacher. Bruce Campbell is the founder of StoneCastle In-

vestment Management, he is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA), he is now and has for many years 

been a professional portfolio manager, is a past President of the Okanagan CFA society and is a 

leading analyst and portfolio manager with acknowledged expertise the cannabis stocks. Campbell is 

a regular on BNN. In other words, Bruce Campbell is exceptionally well qualified to manage CGOC’s 

public company portfolio. 

3. When I went looking into Conacher’s investment background I discovered the Investment Industry 

Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) had fined him on April 6, 2018 as he “…admitted that he 

executed trades that did not comply with applicable regulatory requirements.” IIROC is “…the national 

self-regulatory organization which oversees all investment dealers and trading activity on debt and 

equity markets in Canada….” The report noted “Mr. Conacher is no longer a registrant with an IIROC-

regulated firm.” I found this rather odd as the Press Release announcing his appointment as Director 

and CEO of CGOC said Conacher had a “…demonstrated history of working in the financial services 

and marketing sectors” but failed to disclose this transgression and subsequent penalty. I hope this 

is not the reference leading to that claim. 

4. It also turns out that Mr. Conacher is the founder and CEO of Global Cannabis Innovators, the largest 

private company holding of CGOC based on the most recent financial report. In my opinion, for Con-

acher to be the founder and CEO of a company that is the largest private company investment of 

CGOC of which he is also a director and CEO is a conflict of interest of the highest order. Not only 

that, it may be CGOC knew this might be an issue because it was not disclosed in the Press Release 

announcing his appointment. In a cannabis stock market like this, where several companies have 

been hit by scandalous management behavior including some of the largest as well as many smaller 

companies, a prudent investor must investigate such matters. I am not saying Conacher has done 

anything wrong at CGOC to date but I am pointing out that CGOC has created the environment where 

it might happen. 

5. In the three investments listed, CGOC issued (3,149,606+3,149,606+3,149,606=) 9,448,818 shares 

at a deemed value of $0.635 per share. The one thing I can say for certain is the Net Asset Value 

(NAV) per share of CGOC as of January 15, 2020 was $2.46 per share because this is the number 

published on their website and reported by Press Release. NAV is defined as the total value of 

CGOC’s assets minus the total value of CGOC’s liabilities. CGOC management published an esti-

mate of the value of their assets less the value of their liabilities as all closed-end investment compa-

nies do for the benefit of their shareholders. What I wonder is why CGOC would sell their shares 

which they say have an NAV of (9,448,818 X $2.46 =) $23,244,092.28 for (9,448,818 X $0.635 =) 

$6,000,000? That adds up to an immediate loss on CGOC’s books of $17,244,092 the way if figure 

it. 

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/CFA
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/NAV
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6. One reason management might do such a thing may be hiding in plain sight. CGOC just issued 

9,448,818 common shares on the condition that the recipients must vote as directed by CGOC man-

agement. Given that Bloomberg reports CGOC had only 16.08 million shares outstanding prior to 

these transactions, management has effectively locked up control of 37.0% of CGOC’s voting shares. 

As I often point out, I am not a securities lawyer, however, this is not illegal in my layman’s opinion. 

But I think it is certainly unethical, especially if management has reason to believe shareholders are 

very unhappy about what is happening and might not re-elect the current slate as directors at the next 

Annual General Meeting. Again, I am not saying this was the motive. However, I am saying from a 

financial point of view, the sale of these shares does not make much sense and in this kind of cannabis 

stock market, you have to ask the tough questions. 

7. Again with the explanation that there are certain questions that only arise during difficult and perilous 

times such as these, I have the following message. If the management of Bhang Inc. (CSE: BHNG), 

Core One (CSE: COOL) and/or Grown Rogue International (CSE: GRIN) are committed to make any 

payments that are a condition of receiving this investment from CGOC that have not been disclosed, 

I suggest you read the information I have provided on the BridgeMark Group scandal (Let’s Toke 

Business March 15, 2019) or any of the many articles on Bridgemark on the Internet. Remember: the 

law may not convict you for being naive and overly trusting but the financial markets probably will. 

 

Conclusion: in these circumstances, I find myself with respect to Cannabis Growth Opportunity Corp. where 

I like the investment but don’t like what management is doing. The 

natural instinctive choices are “fight or flight.” Well, I’m not a quitter 

or one who easily turns a blind eye. So I plan to stick around for a 

bit to see what happens. Despite these three recent investments, 

CGOC shares are still trading at a large discount from NAV per 

share which represents a cushion against further poor manage-

ment choices. So if it looks like something might change, I think 

they may be for the better and we can wait for a while to see what 

comes down the road. 

 

On January 14, 2020, Chris Bunka, Chief Executive Officer of Lexaria Bioscience (CSE: LXX) (OTCQX: 

LXRP) published a corporate update. This is particularly important in LXRP’s case be-

cause it provides the reader an explanation that the cannabis industry is important but 

right now the nicotine delivery industry is even more important. In the future other in-

dustries may also become more important as the DehydraTECH™ technology gathers 

momentum in other ways. If you own Lexaria, used to own it or plan to own it, this is 

required reading. To read the full report, (Ctrl+Click here). What follows next is my sum-

mary and comments on the update. 

 

 In this report, Bunka tells everyone the Lexaria story in plain language and what he thinks lies in store. 

This is not what you hear from the typical public company CEO. For example, to quote Bunka, “It is my 

own opinion that Lexaria shares are dramatically undervalued – more so today than at any time 

in our history.” 

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/GRIN
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXX.CN?p=LXX.CN&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXRP?p=LXRP&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LXRP?p=LXRP&.tsrc=fin-srch
https://www.lexariabioscience.com/news/lexaria-bioscience-ceo-discusses-strategic-outlook/
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33 Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient 

 You arrive at this conclusion by combining the progress made by Lexaria in 2019, the prospects for the 

company in 2020 and beyond and the bear market in cannabis stocks generally that pushed the LXRP 

stock price to the currently depressed levels.   

 What makes LXRP “…dramatically undervalued….” Is a combination of what they have already done 

and what they expect to accomplish in the future. To quote Bunka again, “Lexaria’s brightest days lie in 

the future, not in the past.” 

 Not many small-cap or nano-cap can forge a relationship with a Fortune 500-style company but Lexaria 

did in its agreement with Altria Group (NYSE: MO), “…owner of combustible and non-combustible to-

bacco products and the undisputed market leaders in the U.S. tobacco industry for decades.” 

 Bunka provides guidance that there may be more like this to come when he says, “Fresh off our success 

in attracting Altria…Lexaria has been quietly working on additional Fortune 500 opportunities….with 

leading consumer packaged goods (“CPG”) companies in both Canada and the US…all interested in the 

potential to utilize DehydraTECH™ technology within their various CPG product segments.” 

 The release discusses progress made within the cannabis industry especially with edibles coming on-

stream in 2020. But Bunka makes a point that I have been discussing for some time – the potential in 

other industries when he says, “Our strategy of sectoral diversification was correct; we executed it ac-

cording to plan; and the positive valuation of it is yet to be experienced by our shareholders, offering 

untold valuation potential both for nicotine and potentially many other APIs3 beyond cannabinoids.” 

 Lexaria is building a valuable portfolio of Intellectual Properties. LXRP currently has some 16 patents 

issued and 60 patents pending in 40 countries around the world. In 2019, LXRP received its first ever 

patents to use DehydraTECH™ with cannabinoids for treatment of specific health conditions including 

Alzheimer’s, Schizophrenia, Parkinson’s, and heart disease in Australia. LXRP is using the international 

Patent Prosecution Highway to apply for fast-track patent status for these conditions in the U.S. in 2020. 

If Lexaria succeeds in gaining patent protection for DehydraTECH™ for composition of matter and for-

mulation methods and the treatment of diseases in large markets like the US and Europe, the applicability 

of LXRP’s technology and valuations could increase dramatically.  

 Bunka also reports signs of increasing revenue as existing customers using DehydraTECH™ expand 

operations and distribution of products. Although revenue is not an important factor in my assessment 

of LXRP in 2020, it is useful to know that income is growing. In fact, the report indicates revenue is 

expected to double in 2020 over 2019 that is expected to be “…strong, sustainable revenue growth….” 

 Although LXRP is listed as QX, the top tier on the U.S. OTC market, Bunka believes the company will 

benefit from listing on a recognized national exchange such as the NASDAQ, Amex or NYSE. LXRP has 

made inroads into some Wall Street investment banking firms and listing on a national exchange is the 

next step that will enable LXRP to access a substantially larger investor audience. Part of this process 

is what I referred to as the “metamorphosis” of LXRP from a narrowly defined, fringe cannabis company 

to a technology company recognized for its gigantic potential markets including cannabinoids (both CBD 

and THC), fat soluble vitamins, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory pain medications (NSAIDs) and nicotine. 

Conclusion: when looking at Lexaria, the market sees caterpillars and I see butterflies. This report by CEO 

Chris Bunka explains the company and the vision I share with them: more possible working arrangements 

with Fortune 500 companies, revenue growth related in part to Cannabis 2.0 in Canada, a growing and 
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valuable IP portfolio and the potential to up-list to a U.S. national exchange in 2020 and access to a large 

new population of investors. To read the full report (Ctrl+Click here). 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.lexariabioscience.com/news/lexaria-bioscience-ceo-discusses-strategic-outlook/

